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Miller now
charged with
Calvert death
Lady Tigers
win tourney;
boys fall 2-1
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NATIONAL

Columbia finally
blasts off today
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — After six vexing delays,
space shuttle Columbia and its
crew blasted into orbit today on
a science mission that will foreshadow life on NASA's planed
international space station
The 4.5 million-pound spaceship rose from its seaside pad
at 9:53 a.m. An unusually thick
cloud of white vapor enveloped
Columbia as it left the pad,
blocking it from view for several
heart-stopping seconds. Officials attributed that to high
humidity and the lighting angle.
The seven astronauts were
thrilled to finally be on their
way.
That was a great ride.
Houston," shuttle commander
Kenneth Bowersox said after
reaching orbit.
Columbia was three weeks
late taking off because of bad
weather and all sorts of technical trouble. Its six launch
scrubs tied a shuttle record, set
by Columbia nearly 10 years
ago.
As they headed to the pad
this morning, crew members
wore their red, white and blue
baseball caps backward for
good luck.
Low clouds and rain this
morning almost forced a
record-breaking seventh delay.
But then NASA said the weather improved enough to allow a
safe flight; there were only thin,
wispy clouds over the site by
launch time. The only delay
was a three-minute holdup
caused by a communications
glitch.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
BENTON — Law enforcement officials have connected
Daniel T. Miller, 22, with the Sept. 28 shooting death of
Calvery City pharmicist Charles Hensley.
Reading from a prepared statement at a news conference
Friday morning, Capt. John Vance of the Kentucky State
Police Post I said evidence collected during the investigation of the Stephanie Davenport case has linked Miller to
Hensley's death.
Miller has pleaded not guilty on charges of attempted
murder, robbery, assault, rape and sodomy in connected
with an Oct. 4 attack on Davenport, who resides in Marshall County.
He also faces charges in Calloway County for firstdegree wanton endangerment, first-degree assault and theft
of more than $300 in connection with an Oct. 5 attack on
Nancy Williams of Hamlin.
Miller has been lodged in the Marshall County Detention Center under a $2.6 million bond since being
apprehended in Mississippi. Authorities there returned him
to Marshall County Oct. 7.
Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward, when asked
about the evidence linking Miller to Hensley's death,
would only say that "we have a ballistics expert who will
testify to having found bullets at Miller's residence that

BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo

AMONG THE MUMS: Dakota Potter, 2-year-old son of Becky and Mike Potter, weaves his way earlier this week
through the rows of mums in his parent's field on Highway 121, south of Stella.

• See Page 3

Sheriff wants to resume dispatching
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Calloway County residents
who have been dissatisfied with
dispatching services received
after hours from the sheriff's
department aren't alone.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott isn't pleased, either.

Scou spoke to the fiscal court
Thursday about the possibility of
changing the way dispatching is
handled.
Instead of continuing with
after-hours dispatching through
the Kentucky State Police Post 1
in Mayfield. Scott suggested
handling those services within his

office.

for."

"I had mentioned last year
about us doing our own dispatching in the county through either
my office or Murray Police
Department," Scott said. "I am
not here to bodyslam Post I in
Mayfield...but in all honesty, we
aren't getting what we're paying

Currently, anyone calling the
sheriff's department (753-3151)
between the hours of 4:30 p.m.
and 8 a.m. during the week and
anytime on the weekend are actually reaching the state police
post, which in turn contacts a local official via radio transmission.

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Ignoring a veto threat and Democratic predictions of their political demise, Republicans cheered
as they passed a Medicare overhaul bill, their latest triumph in
the conservative revolution
launched last winter.
"This is a very, very great victory," exulted Speaker Newt
Gingrich, architect of the measure that squeezes $270 billion
from the program over seven
years while offering senior citizens a menu of health care
choices.
"It's a great victory of courage
over fear," Gingrich said shortly
after the 231-201 vote Thursday
in a politically polarized House.
"It's a great victory for fact

BERNARD KANE Ledgef & Times photo

NO FLU FOR YOU: Robyn Dowdy, a nurse with the Purchase District Health Department, administers
a flu shot to Dustin Casper Thursday at the Calloway County Health Center on Olive Street.
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Scou told court members that
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Lawmakers cheer
Medicare overhaul

WEATHER
Tonight...Becoming cloudy
and cold with a chance for
showers. Low in the lower 40s.
Northwest wind 10 to 20 mph.
Chance of rain 30 percent.
Saturday...Cloudy in the
morning then decreasing cloudiness in the afternoon. Continued cold with a high in the
lower 50s.

"KSP Post "1 has 11 counties
that it is responsible for," Scott
said. "The post also handles dispatching for five sheriffs' departments. All that is handled out of
one room."

Court waits on paying expense
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Members of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court were leery
Thursday of paying an additional
charge related to the construction
of the new jail.
Jack Trowbridge of Architecture Plus, Inc., told the magistrates that during the bidding process, one of the contractors had
submitted a bid for a 100 amp.
breaker instead of the 400 amp.

breaker required for the project.
"We are asking that the county
agree to purchase the equipment,"
Trowbrige said.
Magistrate Dan Miller, in
response to a question from the
audience, asked Trowbrige who
made the mistake. He was unable
to provide an explanation because
he didn't have the paperwork
with him.
"What concerns the court is

having to spend an additional
$1,000 on this," Miller said. "I
think we should table this change
order until we receive an
explanation."
Trowbridge was asked to
gather the appropriate materials
and report on the situation at the
next meeting.
In other business, the court:
•Heard an update regarding the

III See Page 2

over fiction, it's a great victory
for being positive over very nasty, dishonest and demagogic
attack ads and it's a great victory
for believing you can tell the
truth to the American people."
Democrats, who spent the day
charging Republicans were cutting Medicare to pay for tax cuts
for the rich, thought it might be
something else — mass political
suicide by the conservative GOP
majority that took power in
January.
As Republican lawmakers
cheered their handiwork, mocking Democrats stood on their side
of the chamber, waving farewell
and mouthing the word "bye."
"Unfortunately, it's another
day of infamy for 40 million
IN See Page 3

Man charged with
reckless homicide
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Murray man was indicted
last week by a Calloway County
Grand Jury for the September
death of a Mayfield man.
Tony Lamar Seavers, 19, faces
one count of reckless homicide
and one count of driving under
the influence for the death of
James Ward.
On Sept. 13, Seavers told Kentucky State Police he was driving
his 1979 Oldsmobile on Rayburn
Road in Lynn Grove when he
swerved to miss an oncoming car.
Seavers' car left the road and
struck three trees before coming
to rest.
A Murray Fire Department

report stated that Ward's body
was found approximately two
feet from Seavers' vehicle. Seavers was found walking around
the scene of the accident.
Ward was pronounced dead at
the scene around 7:20 p.m.
Seavers received minor injuries
in the accident and was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital where he was treated and
released.
No other vehicles were found
to be involved in the accident and
officials were unclear at the time
if Ward was a passenger in Seavers' car and haad been thrown
from the vehicle or whether he
had been walking on the side of
the road.
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Sheriff..

Board approves
equipment budget

has been able to keep up with his
deputies better than the state
Police Pon
"In my opinion, the service is
not the best we could get or what
should be offered to my office,"
Scou said. "I am really concerned
that Calloway County needs its
own dispatching."
The sheriff's department is
operating with 24-hour patrols
now that all the deputies have
returned from the academy.
according to Scou.
Prior to 1991, MPD handled
the county's dispatching services.
After the sheriff's department
was assigned a new frequency,
KSP Post 1 took over the duties.
"We are paying $13,000 a year
to the state police for dispatching," Scott said. "When a person
calls our number after hours, that
call is forwarded to Mayfield,
which is a long-distance call
charged to my office. Based on
the annual fee and the monthly

phone bill, we are paying an
Of that, Scou said $20,000
FROM PAGE 1
average of $20,000 a year to KSP could be deducted because of the
he is unsure who assigned KSP
for dispatching."
money saved by not paying KSP,
with so much responsibility.
In examining various options as well as an additional $5,000
"I believe the post took on
for his office. Scott said he met because Calloway County Firemore than it can handle," he said,
this summer with city officials
Rescue indicated it would
WO
"It's not that they aren't trying.
and MPD Chief David Smith for participate.
M
Murray Ledger & Times
impact on the hospital.
The post has changed commannegotiations.
"After we get 911 up and runThe Murray-Calloway County
ders three times, and they have
The board also discussed
"It would tickle me to death to ning, the 911 money can be used
Hospital Board met Thursday
had equipment problems and difrevamping the composition of the
see MPD do it," he said. "I'd like for dispatching salaries," Scou
night and approved its capital
ficulties keeping dispatchers."
Westview Board of Directors to
to see a central dispatching cen- said. "We'd have our own people
equipm
ent budget based on
comply with requirements of the
When
ter.
talked
with
I
the
city,
who
know
the
county
handling recommendations from
Scott explained that during the
Joint Commission.
the
MPD felt like it would need to the calls."
last big snowstorm, the post
administration.
Scott emphasized that because
wasn't even able to answer any
Currently, the hospital board
hire three more people in addition
Because the hospital's fiscal
of the
h county's agreement with
to its regular dispatcher.
m. embers also serve as members
of Calloway's calls.
year had been changed, it was
KSP regarding 911, when the also necessary to
"Because the city's benefit
"I can sit and listen to my
of the nursing home board.
revise the capil the 911 calls tal equipment budget,
package and salaries are different system is functiona,
radio at night and when some of
according
According to Cherry, a change
will go to KSP and be relayed to board chairm
from the county's, the fee would
my deputies are about to get out
an Mayor Bill of the bylaws will be
required
back to the county.
be considerable higher than I felt
of the car, they have to call and
Cherry.
and the nursing home board will
we could pay," Scott said.
call before they reach anyone at
In
other business, Cherry said
Magistrate Dan Miller asked
no longer include all members of
As an alternative, Scott sugthe post," Scott said. "We don't
Scott if his office had the proper the board discussed the changes the hospital board.
have time to scream and holler on
gested to the court that his office equipment
to handle the
handle its own dispatching.
the radio. The response time from
dispatching.
dispatching is slow."
"If I do it, I will need three
full-time people and one part"We would have a $5,400 star- •
Scott said there have even been
time person for a total of up cost to get the computer
times when the MPD dispatcher
$50.000, which includes all the
equipment," Scott said. "If it 'ill FROM PAGE 1
benefits," Scott said. "That would
works out, it looks like we will
jail project,
be
the
annual
be
spending less.
cost."
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Shell a letter written by County Judge/ the county was paying for the the court.
Executive J.D. Williams was sent training when Paschall receives
*Heard an update on the 911
prior to Vance taking command. $300 a month from the state for project.
that purpose.
*Agreed to allow County
"I'm questioning whether he is
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams to
Magistrate Steve Lax said he
set a date for a public hearing
would personally like to see the being paid twice," Lyons said.
Assistant County Attorney
regarding the petition submitted
dispatching moved to the county.
Warren Hopkins said he would
by the Calloway County Associacheck into the situation.
en p:ftittC
oohnc.erned Citizens.
In a , Ledger interview Friday
In a Ledger interview followThe
citizen
s' group submitted
morning, Williams said the fiscal
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For A Limited Time Only
Take Advantage Of A Very Special Offer
On America's Favorite Little Truck!

1995 or 1996 FORD RANGER

39.„,. $750cath

• 4 Cylinder • Standard Driver Air Bag i Air a
Sliding Rear Window • and .more!
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Announcing The Checking Account
With Little Or No Monthly Fee.
Advance Checking
From United Commonwealth Bank.
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That's the way to do it - you write your
checks and forget_ the fees.
That's Advance Checking from Unite
d Commonwealth Bank. With a
free Companion ATM card,special
discounts and serivces - all with no
monthly fee when you maintain a minim
um balance of S100. What's
more, well even send you your first order
°,personalized checks FREE.
Its checking for nothing and your check
s for free - but only at. United
Commonwealth Bank.

Kevin Kelly
Greg Bailey
Ron Wright
Dwight McDowell
Joe Atkins
753-7587
435-4266
753-0156
753-9902
759-9859
* 3.9" Financing to qualified buyers with approved credit
up to 48 months Otter Ends November 12. 1995
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Kentucky congressmen split along party lines
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Republicans say they
don't expect their rural counties
to be harmed by the Medicare bill
that passed the House.
GOP congressmen from Kentucky also said the bill would be
good for senior citizens, while
Democrats said it would restrict
spending too severely.

minimum Medicare payment to
health-maintenance organizations
— from the $250 for each beneficiary originally in the bill to $300
a month in 1996 and to $320 in
1997. The increase is intended to
make it easier to attract HMOs to
rural areas.

The effect on rural medical
care had been one of the issues
surrounding the bill, which
passed 231-201 Thursday, with
Democrats and Republicans deeply split.

Echoing the national debate,
the state's GOP lawmakers
emphasized the increased choice
in medical plans that the measure
gives the elderly, and the Democrats contended that the savings
are intended to finance tax cuts
for the wealthy.

In a last-minute move to placate Republicans from rural districts, party leaders raised the

The Kentucky lawmakers also
said:
—Ed Whitfield, 1st District

—Rep. Ron Lewis, 2nd District Republican: Slowing the

Ward indicated he has no
objection to giving beneficiaries
more choice. But if choice and
competition don't control costs,

In a floor speech, Bunning said
the bill would give seniors the
same kind of choices for medical
coverage that members of Congress now enjoy. He called criticism of the bill "political
hogwash."

—Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers.
5th District Republican: Medicare
spending would still go up;
seniors would pay no additional
co-payments or deductibles; and
premium increases would be
"more than covered" by Social
Security cost-of-living increases.
"First and foremost, the bill
saves.Medicare for my seniors,"
Rogers said in a statement.
—Rep. Scotty Baesler, 6th District Democrat: The bill goes too
far and would hurt Medicare beneficiaries. It's "overkill."
Baesler favored a plan proposed by conservative Democrats
to cut Medicare spending by
$170 billion. Republican leaders,
however, didn't allow that proposal to come to a vote.

squeeze tens of billions of dollars
in payments from physicians and
hospitals to help achieve the GOP
goal of a balanced budget by
2002.
Republican leaders said their
changes would buy nine years of
life for the Medicare hospital
fund, now in danger of drying up

by 2002. They acknowledged that
more will need to be done to
keep Medicare going beyond
2011 when the huge baby boom
generation begins reaching retirement age.
Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas,
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, called the

measure "lifesaving legislative
surgery," and hailed passage as a
"great and historic occasion."
Gingrich, who began work on
the measure last spring, labored
to build support to the end. He
signed off Wednesday night on a
change in the bill to provide more
funds to rural regions, firming up

votes in a bloc of about 30
Republicans.
On Thursday, hours before the
final vote, he agreed to seek several changes sought by New
Jersey Republicans, including
additional funding under Medicaid in legislation due on the
House floor next week.

Republican: Although projected
Medicare spending would be
reduced, less money should be
needed because of increased
competition in the health-care
industry for Medicare business.Whitfield said he would prefer
still less discrepancy between
rural and urban Medicare payment rates, but he said the
new system would be better for
rural areas than the current one.
The freshman lawmaker said
he feels "good about what we're
trying to do" but is frustrated by
the difficulty of getting his message out.

growth in Medicare spending "is
really the only option we have."
Otherwise, the program "will go
broke."
He also said that the increase
in choice for seniors will improve
the program. "I think it's a good
bill."
—Rep. Mike Ward, 3rd District Democrat: The $270 billion
in projected savings is more than
is needed to save Medicare; that
could be done with less sweeping
adjustments. The true purpose is
to pay for the tax cuts.

he noted that thc bill calls for
automatic spending restrictions to
kick in.
Ward supported an unsuccessful Democratic alternative that
would have cut projected Medicare spending by $90 billion.
—Rep. Jim Bunning, 401 District Republican: "It preserves
Medicare. It strengthens Medicare. ... And best of all, it gives
seniors more options."

•Lawmakers...
FROM PAGE 1
Americans who depend on Medicare for their health care,"
charged Rep. Sam Gibbons, DFla. They will be "herded into
managed care," he said, and the
"money saved will be used for
an unconscionable tax cut."
The measure now heads for the
GOP-controlled Senate, where it
is expected to reach the floor
next week as part of broader
legislation to balance the budget
over seven years while providing
a hefty tax cut.
Even as Republicans were
muscling the measure through the
House, President Clinton issued a
stern veto threat.
The measure "will eviscerate
the health care system for our
older Americans," he told reporters at the White House. He sent
this message to Republicans: "I
will not let you destroy Medicare,
and 1 will veto this bill."
In the House, just four Democrats joined 227 Republicans in

II Miller...
FROM PAGE 1
matched the ones used in the
Hensley murder."
Ward declined to provide other
details except to acknowledge
that Hensley had been shot more
than once.
Officials are still investigating
whether Miller was responsible
for the June 16 death of Calvert
City resident Theresa Miller.
According to officials at the
news conference, Miller has not
officially been charged in that
murder and that test results of
specimens taken from him during
a search warrant have not yet
been received.
"It's hard to answer any questions because we want to make
sure Miller gets a fair trial," said
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy.
Officials were reluctant to
answer further questions.
In addition to the charges Miller faces in Marshall and Calloway counties, a Marshall County
Grand Jury indicted him Friday
morning on one count of capital
murder, burglary and for being a
persistent felon.
Ward said the state plans to
seeks the death penalty.
When asked about whether
reports of burglaries are down in
the county, Roy replied that there
was no question that they were,
although he couldn't tie that to
Miller.
Ward said Miller has made no
statement to the law yet, but he
anticipates that the trial will be
set for the spring of 1996 because
of the numerous motions that will
have to. be filed.

favor and only six Republicans
sided with 194 Democrats and an
independent in opposition.
Republicans said their measure
was designed to save Medicare
from bankruptcy, while opening
the way for senior citizens to
choose alternatives, such as
health maintenance organizations.
Such plans might offer
expanded benefits, such as eyeglasses or prescription drug
coverage, that aren't available
under the current program, sponsors said.
At the same time, the measure
would raise premiums for Part B
coverage of doctors' bill higher
than current law anticipates, and
T
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MSU should
lead the way
Last week, the Council on Higher Education
forged a new beginning between Murray State
University, the University of Kentucky and
Paducah Community College.
In a resounding vote of support, the CHE
asserted MSU's role as the regional university
in western Kentucky by rejecting the UK-PCC
"2+2" plan for engineering.
We have every confidence MSU President
Dr. Kern Alexander will be able to hammer out
an agreement with UK — one as strong and pliable as the current MSU-U of L engineering
arrangement.
A November deadline will keep the pressure
on to reach some kind of agreement — though
details may remain out of focus for a while.
The CHE vote also included an interesting
wrinkle: offer more courses in Paducah. And
they didn't mean just engineering coursework.
It is obvious from comments by several CHE
members that they viewed the issue as being
one of access and not who has higher education
jurisdiction or as a course-driven economic_
development project.
Alexander said such an expansion does not
have to carry a CHE mandate. It would be a
natural extension of MSU's regional role. MSU
already offers five bachelor's and three master's
degrees in Paducah.
Who knows if any joint plan approved by the
CHE will please or even withstand General
Assembly scrutiny?
But the point is we now have direction and a
mandate. MSU now must take the lead.
The way has been cleared.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 13 — The Greenville (S.C.) News on Medicare reform:
Despite table-thumping denunciations by Democrats and orchestrated protests by representatives of various senior citizens'
groups. Republicans in Congress are moving steadily forward with
Medicare reform.
The House Ways and Means and Commerce committees have
approved a bill that would reduce the rate of growth in the health
care program for retirees by $270 billion over seven years. A similar plan is moving toward enactment in the Senate.
Republican congressional leaders already have defied conventional political wisdom simply by putting reform of the popular
entitlement on the table and sticking with it through exceptionally
bitter partisan attacks. But they've succeeded in the traditional way
of Washington — by adjusting the bill to appease or at least neutralize various powerful interest groups. ...
Thus, by including a provision allowing doctors to form Medicare managed care groups and scaling back planned reductions in
reimbursements for medical providers, House Republicans were
-able to gain the support of the American Medical Association.
In the process, they endorsed, for the managed care plans, the
son of federal regulation they usually abhor and weakened the credibility of the numbers they used to project savings. ...
It's not clear yet whether these compromises represent small
concessions to political reality or a more serious weakening of the
effort to bring Medicare spending under control. It is apparent,
though, that Republican leaders have changed the Medicare debate,
framing it in terms of fiscal responsibility and individual choice
versus, huge, costly and paternalistic government.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

With the election just around
the corner, the debates between
Paul Patton and Larry Forgy are
becoming more heated.
The television commercials are
in full swing and both candidates
have pinpointed key regions of
the state on which to lavish attention through personal
appearances.
In addition to the various differences of opinion divided along
partisan lines, Patton and Forgy
have also adopted a very volatile
issue to use as a point of
contention.
Big mistake.
Instead of paying attention to
what the candidates stand for,
voters are busy taking sides on
what has become one of the most
debated issues in Kentucky in
decades.
Any politician should know
that the Kentucky Education
Reform Act should not be made a
primary campaign issue because
there is too much room for
slippage.
It is definitely difficult to try
and straddle the neutrality fence
with an issue that is so full of
gray areas.
Let me point out that it is rare
to find anyone in the state who
will fully embrace the reform

WILLFUL Ti 101 J Gi yrs

Amy Helm Wilson
Ledger .dr, Times Ste Writer
Therefore, what is the wisdom in
using such a controversial topic
as a pivotal campaign issue?
Well, perhaps it is because of
all the issues (except engineering
education) that can stir the voters, this is it. It takes some fancy
footwork on behalf of -the candidates to avoid falling on either
side of the issue and boxing
themselves into a corner.
A candidate simply can't say
he is for or against KERA without being allowed the opportunity
to qualify his answer.
The television commericals
used by Forgy have caused me a
little concern because of the
strong emphasis on KERA. It is
important for candidates to realize that although the reform may
have its trouble spots, there are
portions that are working
extremely well.
The last time I checked, our
local schools were gaining tre-

mendous benefits thanks to the
family resource/youth services
centers.
In an interview Thursday
morning, I heard Forgy comment
that he supports the concept of
writing portfolios, but he wants
to make sure that the children
know grammatical rules and their
multiplication tables.
Well, I would definitely hope
that taxpayer dollars are supporting programs that graduates
young adults capable of reading,
writing and handling mathematical problems.
If not, someone needs to take a
close look at the curriculum and
start making some quick changes.
KERA reminds me of the abortion debate. People have their
own opinions about these issues
and no amount of hot air is going
to change their minds. So when
one of these kind of issues is
introduced into the campaign,

you create a faction of divisiveness that really has little to do
with the election.
Perhaps it would be beneficial
for both candidates to step back
and wait for the public to set the
campaign agenda.
Instead of whining about an
opponent's too close ties to highway contracts or personal bankruptcy records, it would be helpful to give voters a reason to
Care.

Why should we get out and
vote? Will the economic conditions of the state change? How
will it affect my area?
What about Social Security and
health care and taxes and saving
the environment and new roads
and education funding...?
The list goes on and on.
So come on, guys. Drop the
mudslinging and personal attacks
on each other. Rather than telling
me what your opponent thinks,
tell me what you think.
If you want my vote, and the
rest of those in the state, get out
there and earn it.
Oh, by the way, it would be
nice if the voters were made to
feel as if their votes are important. In other words, don't take
our votes for granted.
Come see us.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 13 — Hobbs (N.M.) Daily News-Sun on campaign
finance reform:
Our government is for sale under the current system of campaign
fund raising.
The cost of running for a national office such as president, senator or representative currently is so high that politicians basically
sell themselves to obtain political office.
The president conducts $100,000-a-plate dinners. Who can afford
to go to one of these dinners other than the wealthiest Americans,
special-interest groups and corporations.
These people would not be willing to pay this much for a dinner
with the president if they did not expect to get something in return.
And what they expect to get are political favors.
Whether political favors are exchanged or not, this behavior
gives the impression that such favors are exchanged for the almighty dollar. This then makes the average American cynical about the
political system.
Why participate and vote when the big decisions are made on the
basis of who spends $100,000 for a dinner?

If we are going to prepare this nation for the year 2000 and beyond, then special interests must not be allowed to decide our fate.
Oct. 16 — Saint Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press on tax reform:
Congress is working with a rising fever to deliver the gargantuan
folly of $245 billion in tax cuts while balancing the federal budget
in seven years. The next few weeks will define the magnitude of
the fiscal blunders being committed at the expense of the American
people's future.
Big tax cuts, made an equal priority to spending restraint, have
had savagely perverse effects that will, if unmitigated in the
remaining budget bargaining, do avoidable harm..
We will stand and cheer a genuine re-evaluation of federal tax
policy. We will have our ear tuned to the developing debate about
fundamental federal tax reform through a flat income tax, a consumption tax or any other reasonable approach to taxes that encourages savings and investment, discourages excessive consumption
and helps the United States stay on top of the global economic
competitiveness heap.

A

GOP freshmen having party
Rep. Mark Neumann, a Wisconsin
freshman, off an appropriaPERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
tions subcommittee for voting the
wrong way.
"The message was emphatic
— don't even dream about doing
this to a freshman," said McIntosh, a class liaison to the
Associated Press Writer
leadership.
With all the freshmen and half
letter seeking an increase in the al and $125,000 for a couple — the sophomores united in protest,
rate and managed to get about 20 amount to a marriage penalty, "we were within 10 votes of a
majority of the caucus," said
signatures — including senior they contend.
members hardly considered radiAs the Republicans head tow- Souder. "We didn't have to do a
cal, said freshman Rep. Greg
ard the end of their first year in lot of threatening. These are propower, the House freshmen are fessional vote-counters."
Ganske, R-Iowa.
posing a new challenge. Sixty of
An afternoon discussion with
The leaders made amends by
them signed a letter advising giving Neumann a seat on the
GOP leaders Wednesday yielded
their leaders that sharp new restr- prestigious Budget Committee.
an offer to set up a commission
to handle the issue later in nego- ictions on lobbying by federal
In many cases the freshmen
tiations with the Senate. "That grant recipients were a "must- have served as battering rams on
was not going to be satisfac- pass" piece of a Treasury issues not particularly popular
tory," Ganske, a doctor, said
Department spending bill.
with some senior Republicans —
McIntosh, author of the letter, among them term limits and
Thursday. A second meeting
Wednesday night produced high- said 20 to 30 of the signers told abortion restrictions. They are
er rural rates in the House bill. him they were prepared to oppose leading drives to sell government
The concession was enough to any remaining spending bills and
buildings, dismantle the Commerhelp the bill pass 231-201 Thurs- even a catchall budget bill if the ce Department and make the Penday evening.
restrictions weren't approved.' tagon sell rather than give away
A group of family-minded "They want to go home and tell surplus ships. They are also pushfreshmen now is talking about people we've ended welfare for ing to limit lobbyist gifts and
pressing House and Senate lead- lobbyists," McIntosh said
reform the campaign finance
ers for a change in the income Thursday.
system.
The class demonstrated its
levels at which Medicare preSouder said the unusual cohermiums would start to rise. The clout last week in a skirmish with
ence dates back to last winter,
levels — $75,000 for an individu- GOP leaders who had kicked
when the class was thrown
together for 45 days of instruction in how to be a majority. One
night in Baltimore, after a long
day of orientation, a bunch of
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
them decided that they wanted to
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
limit the terms of House
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
speakers.
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is neces"Instead of going to bed, we
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
had 40 or 50 members in a hotel
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
lobby plotting strategy." Souder
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
recalled with a laugh. To the dislimit frequent writers.
may of some senior Republicans
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
who had waited years to run the
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
show, that was just the beginning.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Republican Medicare overhaul is
moving to the Senate, but the
party's House freshmen aren't
quite finished with it. They want
a few more changes, and chances
are they'll get them.
"Everyone assumed that the
Senate would be the hardest place
to pass bills," said Rep. David
McIntosh, R-Ind. "Now they're
finding there's a group of 73
House freshmen that you need to
get in order to pass bills here.".
The huge, headstrong class has
been throwing its weight around
on issues from reducing the deficit to slapping new restrictions on
lobbyists. Math is on their side;
the Republicans hold a precarious
233-199 majority over Democrats, with one independent and
two vacancies.
The newcomers owe their elections and clout in large part to
House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
He campaigned for them, raised
money for them, assigned them to
key committee slots and encouraged their reformist zeal. Now he
says wryly that the country
doesn't need a third political party — it already has the GOP
freshmen.

Jill Lawrence

While Gingrich expected and
hoped his "majority makers"
would shake up the system, they
have performed well beyond
expectations. "He certainly
didn't intend it to go this far,"
said Rep. Mark Souder, R-Ind.,
vice president of the class.
The chief freshman class concern on the GOP Medicare bill
was its reimbursement rate for
health plans in the rural areas
many of them represent. True to
form, they did not sit on their
hands.
Several freshmen circulated a
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Celebrate The Fall Season At
University Plaza

Att
4
INSIDE/OUTSIDE\
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO

October 20th, 21st & 22nd

- 75% OFF

Dennison-Hunt's

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
SALE

SUITS &
PORTCOATS

Friday • Saturday • Sunday

25%

Outside

Inside

the store in
: ithe parking lot
Dennison-Hunt's
Fall Tent Sale!
+ Closeouts
+ Discontinued Items
+ Odd Sizes

Storewide Sale

•

•••'

20%Off
Selected Styles
Men's Warmups

829.99

Cleats

All Items
Way Below Cost!

OFF

$10-820

Kids Air Jordan (Reg. $95). Now $40
Nike Sandals
Baseball/Softball Bats
Baseball/Softball Gloves

Open
Mon.-Sat.
9-6

$25
50% Off
50% Off

Sunday
Only
1-5

Storewide
On All Home Decorative Accessories
Plus Wicker, Rattan, Metal & Wood Furniture.
Halloween
Items

Prints
Posters
1E-.

Throughout The Store!

Jewelry

Placemats V
&
Napkins

Accessories
Excluding Jewelry, & Accessories

Hand Woven
>
Rugs
/ ------- - --1"4----%
Pillows
Pads &
Cushions

Candles

Frames

Ta
g*e
ltit
-4144
r....Plus Lots Molt.
Nothing Held Back....Save 10%-20% and More Storewide!
Specials on Discontinued. One-of-a-kind, and
Damaged Furniture
Save Up To 60%1

o'n Ctlestmt
Sale Ends Sunday, 5:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY
PLAZA
Chestnut Street
Murray

Ai
Dinnerware
By
Nancy Calhoun
Pfaltzgraff
and Pier 1
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Adult Great Books Group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Oct. 23,
from 7 to 9 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Jim Anderson
will be the leader for the discussion of the book, Politics, by Aristotle. All persons who have read the play are invited to take part in the
discussion.

Hazel Class of 1957 plans reunion
Hazel High School Class of 1957, including any person who graduated or ever was a part of the class, will have a reunion on Friday,
Oct. 27, at Hazel Community Center. A social hour will start at 6
p.m. and dinner will be served at 7 p.m. Reservations should be
made by Tuesday, Oct. 24, by calling Daytha Outland, 436-5830,
Judith Jackson, 753-2876, or Ann Wilson, 492-8313.
ANN LANDINI photo

The Viewers' Choice Award In the applique category went to "An English Garden" made by Geneva Giles, Murray. More than 160 individuals
voted on their favorite quilts during Potpourri of Guilts '95, sponsored
by Quilt Lovers of Murray, Sept. 30.

Paper pickup at East Elementary
Cub Scout Pack 37 of East Elementary School will have its trailer
for recycled paper at the school on Saturday, Oct. 21, from 9 a.m. to
noon. Persons may bring their papers to leave at the trailer on any
Saturday morning except holidays or bad weather.

Fellowship-Auction on Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grogan in 1945

Local couple will be
married for 50 years

AN

The annual Fellowship-Auction will be Saturday, Oct. 21, at 7
p.m. at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church. Dan Miller
will be the auctioneer. The proceeds will go to support the Nativity
Scene at the church in December. The public is invited.

,
/11
Ai.

FIN will mimq on Tuesday
The Western Kentucky Chapter or Financial Women International
(FWI) will meet Tuesday. Oct. 24, at 6 p.m. at Forgotten Past in
Marshall County. Following miniature golf, dinner will be at Ponderosa, Draffenville. FWI is an organization open to women working
in a financial related career. All members are encouraged to attend
and bring a guest. For more information contact Wanda Rowe at
1-502-527-4627.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grogan of 2308 Coldwater Rd., Murray, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Monday, Oct. 23, 1995.
They were married by Harold Watson on Oct. 23, 1945, in Murray.
Mrs. Grogan, the former Dorothy Wilson, is the daughter of the late
Noah Wilson and the late Pauline Allbritten Wilson.
Mr. Grogan is the son of Dewey Grogan and the late Lucille Scarborough Grogan.
They have one son, Barry Grogan and wife, Fonda, Rt. 4, Murray.
Their two grandchildren are Erin Grogan and Seth Grogan.

Peoples Gold plans trip
Peoples Gold of Peoples Bank of Murray has planned its 1995-96
Grand Slam Season of Broadway. The 'group will attend the production of Jekyll & Hyde on Saturday, Nov. 4, at 2 p.m. at Nashville,
Tenn.
The price for the trip will be $90 per person which includes
1
transportation, lunch enroute, price of performance and dinner at
Kentucky Smokehouse, Cadiz exit, plus tax and tips. For reservations call Bill Boyd at 767-2298.

Tau Phi Lambda plans supper
ANN LANDINI photo

We are proud that

Rebbie Houston at
Mark Oline
have chosen fine china from our
bridal registry.
Ill South 4th St • Murray, Ky • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square
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Captain Seafood Dinner$399

1 piece of batter dipped fish, 3 shrimp,
1 stuffed crab, french fries, cole slaw and hushpuppies.
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"Bob's Star," made by Beverly Buie, Buchanan, Tenn., received a
Viewers' Choice Award In the category of pieced quilts during Potpourri
of Quilts '95, sponsored by Quilt Lovers of Murray, Sept. 30.

Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827, Woodmen of the World, will have a
chili supper on Monday, Oct. 23, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Linda
Fain. All members are urged to attend.

One by One to attend wedding

Four students are
freshmen at school
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Students from the Murray area are
among those attending classes at
Lipscomb University for the first
time this fall.
The students are among nearly
800 enrolled in the university at
large this semester, from 44
states and several foreign
countries.
Area students attending include
the following:
Erin Grogan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Grogan, Rt. 4, Murray, graduate of Calloway County
High School;
Lon Henson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Henson, 2113
Creekwood Dr., Murray, graduate

of Calloway County High School;
Angela Long, business administration with accounting concentration, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Brooks Long Jr., 1403 Misty Creek Dr., Murray, graduate of
Murray High School;
Melody Parker, arts-medicine,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Parker, 2012 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, graduate of Calloway
County High School.
This year's new students
helped set a record enrollment at
Lipscomb University. A total of
2,545 students are enrolled,
including 110 students pursuing
master's degrees in education or
Bible.

One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church
will meet Saturday, Oct. 21, at 11:30 a.m. at the church parking lot.
The group will then leave to attend the wedding at Homeplace 1850
in Land Between the Lakes. Members will bring food items for Need
Line. One by One is an ecumenical outreach of First United Methodist Church. All singles are welcome. For information call Dr. Russ
Sisson at 753-3812.

Gospel singing on Saturday
A gospel singing featuring The Gospel Four will be at Custom
Barbecue on Saturday, Oct. 21, from 5 to 7 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.

Youth Center plans celebration
Main Street Youth Center will celebrate its eighth anniversary on
Saturday, Oct. 21. A cookout and open house will be from 5 p.m. to
midnight. Featured will be the Voices of Praise. The center is a
recreational center for teens at 205 North Fourth St., Murray. The
community is invited. MSYC is a United Way agency.

Granton Neil Loudy born
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Loudy of
1505 Diuguid D-28, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Granton Neil

;tstlots‘ FALL
• FRiNGE BENEFFrs•
Hair & Nails
October 24th - October 28th
6041/2 Broad Ext. • Murray • 759-1874 or 753-1137
JAM

C

Loudy, born on Tuesday, Sept.
19, 1995, at 8:49 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 11 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Mindy Baird.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Kent Baird of Eldorado, Ill., and
Mr. and 'Mrs. David Loudy of
Paris, Tenn. Two greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Audrey
Baird of Eldorado, Ill., and Mrs.
Edna Banks of Erwin, Tenn.

NAILS

NAIL CARE SPECIALS )( HAIR CARE SPECIALS )

Tues. - Book a hand spa manicure or foot spa
pedicure and receive gift certificate for one
FREE!
Wed. - Beautiful natural nails w/calcium capping
gel. Book today $15.00!
'Thurs. - Book one acrylic service and get 2nd 1/2
price.(Perfect for you and friends) Plus 2 FREE
bottles of polish.
Fri. - Book an aromatic spa pedicure for $16.013.
(Great for stress relief).
One FREE nail art w/any service.

Tues. - Perm Special $29.95 & up. Color Special
$25.03.
Wed. - Biolage Blend professional scalp therapy
and spa hair wrap receive 1/2 price personalize
therapy take home.
Thurs. - Book a haircut, receive FREE deep
conditioning treatment with cut or a FREE
child's cut.

Theatres
Program Info. Coll 753-331.1
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Otify!!!

Then
PG13 1:30 3:35 7:15 9:25
Now &

The Scarlet Letter

R 1:30 4:05 7:00 9:40

Fri - Shampoo & Set Special $5.00.

Jade

off any hair care products.
Sat. FREE facial day for any service you booked
during the week.
Receive 20%

.U.'7.-(fe is Worth a Pew Fringe Benefits.'
ifihre:Utcialctch:
dctolir

mo al

R 1:30 3:30
Seven
R 1:30 3:55
Get Shorty
R 1:30 3:40
111ilk,iC

7:15 9:15
7:15 9:40
7:20 9:30
n:11 60

I,ent Your Movies At the Movies!
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Creative Arts plans for bazaar

TODAY
4
am•

tor Your Convenience Nom Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
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Nancy Rose

Rose speaks
on 'Hospice'
Nancy Rose R.N., director of
Hospice Program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, was
speaker at the September meeting
of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa held at the home of Sue
Adams.
Rose said "Hospice, which was
started in England by a Dr. Saunders, was organized to meet the
needs of the patients and their
significant others. The word,
Hospice, is a medieval term
meaning a way-station to meet
needs of travelers and
sojourners."
The Hospice Program at
MCCH was started in 1980 as a
strictly volunteer program. In this
program the patient and family
are the unit of care. All members
are involved in the plan for the
care of the patient.
Rose said there are four areas
of need which are addressed by
the program:
1. Try to make life as pain free
as possible for the patient;
2. Help the patient stay in control of his or her own life as long
as possible;
3. Work on getting relationships in order, mending fences,
etc.;
4. Help the patient to focus on
the spiritual aspect of his or her
life.
This community depends heavily on volunteers for the program.
Rose urged more people to
become involved.
Beverly Galloway introduced
Rose. Doll Blakney, president,
presided and thanked the hostesses, Crystal Parks, Bess Kerlick,
Geraldine Myes, Juanna Dodson
and Sue Adams, for their
hospitality.
Nancy Lovett gave the devotion by reading a poem, "In
Praise of Learning" from
Chalkdust.
Blakney thanked Betty Riley
for representing Rho Chapter at
the International convention in
San Francisco. At the convention
Nine Pearls of Achievement were
awarded to the chapters for various activities. Rho Chapter
received three of the nine pearls.
Announcements were made
that ADK Month will be celebrated in October; Altruistic
Program for September came to
$57 in money and supplies for
Need Line; Western District
meeting Oct. 14 at Kenlake
Hotel.

'Family Night'
to be Tuesday
Instead of a monthly PTO
meeting, Murray Elementary PTO
will sponsor a "Family Night" on
Tuesday, Oct. 24.
This will be held in the school
gym from 6 to 7:30 p.m. There
will be family oriented games
along with refreshments.
This is an opportunity for
parents to get acquainted with
teachers, parents and other
children.

NORMA PASCHALL photos

Under the direction of Karen Boyd, local artisan, the Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club
created items for its annual Christmas bazaar at the September meeting. Shown in left photogragh, from left,
are Anna Mary Adams, Gene Wrather, Betty Scott and Karen Boyd, instructor. The annual bazaar will be
Saturday, Oct. 28, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Pictured at right are Virginia Ellis
and Jo Oakley, department hostesses. The department will meet Monday, Oct. 23, at 9 a.m. Members please
note change in time. Elementary students from K-5 in Calloway County School System, who show special
aptitudes in art, will be recognized. They will be accompanied by Becky Robertson. Hostesses will be Lois
Sparks, Katheryn Watson, Laveme Ryan, Urbena Koenen and Susanne Doyle.

Humanics students holding event
By ROGER WEIS
Humanics Writer
Need to get away for a while?
American Humanics students are
giving mini-vacations to supporters whose names will be drawn
on Nov. 1.
The five winners will be

Arnett baby boy born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Todd
Arnett, 3005 Brownsboro Rd.,
Louisville, are the parents of a
son, Michael Todd Arnett, born
on Sturday, Oct. 7, 1995, at 11:19
p.m. at Clark Memorial Hospital,
Jeffersonville, Ind.
The baby weighed seven
pounds and measured 21 inches.
The mother, the former Diana
Ridley, is a registered nurse at
Clark Memorial. The father is a

1•••

Vir

•

third year dental student at University of Louisville School of
Dentistry.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
Michael Ridley and Hugh Arnett
of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Annette Cunningham
and Mrs. Estelle Trousdale of
Murray and Mrs. Rita Ridley of
Dawson Springs. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Alberta
Chester of Dawson Springs.

Richerson girl is born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Richerson
of 730 Knightsway Dr., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Taylor Renee Richerson, born on
Tuesday, Sept. 5, 1995, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured

18A inches. The mother is the
former Angela Dawn Whited. A
brother is Tanner Reed.
Grandparents are Richard
Whited of Murray, Peggy Whited
of Franklin, and Jean Richerson
of Murray and the late Glenn
Richerson.

Revival speaker will
be Rev. Cunningham
Revival services at Cherry
Corner Baptist Church will be at
7 p.m. starting Monday, Oct. 23,
and continuing through Wednesday, Oct. 25.
The evangelist will be the Rev.
Sammy Cunningham, pastor of
New Bethel Baptist Church in
Marshall County. A native of

freesboro, Tenn.;
*Complimentary weekend for
two at Garden Place Hotel, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.;
One night's lodging and one
round golf for two at Bent Creek
Golf Resort, Gatlinburg, Tenn.;
•Complimentary Sunday
brunch for two at Apples in the
Field, Sheraton Music City Hotel,
Nashville, Tenn.
Your $1 donation will give you
five chances to win. Persons may
ask any American Humanics student for a ticket or stop by the
office at 108 Carr Health Building anytime this month.
For more information call
762-3808.

Jesse Erin
Giles is born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Giles of
Oberusel, Germany, are the
parents of a daughter, Jesse Erin
Giles, born on Monday, Oct. 9,
1995.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured
19% inches. Two sisters are
Jamie and Casey Giles and one
brother is Andrew Giles.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
Howard Giles of Murray, Mrs.
Frances Wcsselmann of Carbondale, Ill., and Dr. Bill Burton of
Belleville, Ill.

I

FURNACE PROBLEMS?

• High Gas Bills?
.• Noisy Furnace?

Can tor It Point
EFFICIENCY FURNACE CHICK-UP

I. Check Thermostat
I

I

2. Cdraf
heck chimney t
3. Check gas pressure

. 4. Oil blmter and adjust belt
I
5. Check fan & limit and
adjust
6. Check Mier and clean

I

7.
S.
9.
10.

Clean & adjust pilot
Smoke test combustion chamber
Check all safety controls
Check all ducts and chimney
for cleaning
II. Check burner & adjust

$495°

REG.
$09.95

Proceeds to go to
Area United Way Agencies.
(Available at the Catalog Desk.)

JCP:rjpey
•=1:1.p •••••

1"L'MIMS 01996. JCPPriney Company Inc

Chestnut Hills • Murray
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Bookeeping • Payroll • Income Taxes

753-4668

Southside Shopping Center

Free review & estimate of fees.

RIB NIGHT
Every Tuesday Evening
at Dutch Essenhaus
Savor the rich taste of our grilled barbecue baby
back ribs and barbecue pork served every
Tuesday from 4:00-8:00.
Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh-Baked Breads.
Pies and Desserts

CALL IN ORDERS
753-2348
Hwy. 121 North

tputch

'140)
,D
e55enbaug
Serving Cafeteria Style

502-759-4000

Only $1 0_

I

Tax Shop

Appointments by referral

Cookin'
Fora
Cause

I

Carol A. Block, EA

Announces the relocation ofhispmctice
West Kentucky Gastroenterology Center

)OKEN

.
s

• All Type Home Service Co. 753-5762 or 527-7380•
L um IIIII NM NM OM
COUPON

719 Elm Street
Murray,Ky.42071

CAVE

• Excise Dirt?
I
• Dawn Dry Air?

Calloway County, he is a former
pastor in Calloway County.
Service themes will be "Sunday School Night" on Monday;
"Family & Friends Night" on
Tuesday; and "Youth Night" on
Wednesday.
The Rev..John Denham, pastor,
invites the public to attend.

Presenting...
The 1995 JCPenney
Associates Cookbook

SERVICE NOTES
LAURA A. LUCIANO has
completed training in fundamental military skills at the Army
ROTC Camp Challenge at Fort
Knox.
Camp Challenge is designed to
give college juniors and sophomores who have not taken ROTC
courses the chance to enter the
program.
Cadets received training in
basic rifle marksmanship, drill
and ceremonies, small arms tactics, and communications.
Luciano is a student at University of Kentucky, Lexington.
She is the daughter of Peter R.
Luciano of 39 ThorneII Rd.,
Newton, N.H., and Nancy A.
Ewing of Rt. 6, Murray, Ky. She
is a 1993 graduate of Calloway
County High School.

awarded, in order drawn, the following getaways donated by
Woodside Travel:
Two nights' accommodation
at Holiday Inn Resort Complex,
Gatlinburg, Tenn.;
*Complimentary weekend for
two at Garden Plaza Hotel, Mur-

r..--...... ,... COUPON •mi mi imi m e.es mi

O

r. Finch specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases
and disorders involving the digestive tract and liver.

After graduating from Ohio State University in Columbus,Ohio, he
attended the West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine in Lewisburg,
W.Va., where he earned his medical degree. Following his internship at
Cuyahoga Falls General Hospital in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,he served his
residency in internal medicine at Grandview Medical Center in Dayton,
Ohio. He then completed his training with a fellowship in
gastmenterologe at the University of Kentucky Chandler Medical Center
in Lexington, Ky.
Dr. Finch is board certified in internal medicine and gastmenteroke
by the American Board ofOsteopathic Internal Medicine.

•

•
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571

It Works Wonders.

American
Heart
Association

AARP meets

Friday, Oct. 20
Calloway County High School Laker;
play football game at Paducah
Tilghman/7:30 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers play football game at Ballard Memorial/7:30
P.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/5:30 p.m./Chambm of COITIMafMI to go to Paducah. Info/Marlene,
753-2350, or Janice, 474-8774.
AA and Al-Anon op•n to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Stroke Support Group of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/2
p.m/private dining room.
Info/762-1100.
Health Express of MCCH/Bob's Corner, New Concord/1-3 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Benefit gospel singing for Brooks and
Sara Simmons/7 p.m./Grove Junior
High School, Paris, Tenn.
Quad State Strings Festival/7
p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, MSU.
Free and open to public.
Bull Bust '95/West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/762-3125.
Cub Scout Sleeporee/6:30
p.m./National Scouting Museum.
Info(762-3383.
Saturday, Oct. 21
Courtney Ann Stokes and Sean
Clayton Pair wedding/4:30 p.m./Court
Square Wedding Chapel, Troy, Tenn.
Stefanie M. Borders and Billy C. Collins wedding/3 p.m./Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Cynthia Morrison and Lance Fieldson
wedding/2 p.m./Kenlake State Park
Hotel.
Vicki Jo Pond and Chad William
Canter wedding/6:30 p.m./Hazel Community Center.
American Heart Association Heart
Walk/9 a.m./Murray Middle School.
Info/762-5213.
Craft Bazaar and bake sale by Kirksay United Methodist Church/9
am.-noon/Annex of Calloway Public
Library.

BOB VALENTINE discussed the
filing of Medicare and Medigap
claims at the September meeting
of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter
of American Association of
Retired Pomona at the Holiday
Inn. Valentine answered questions
concerning the program from
those present. Robert Hendon,
president, presided. Reports were
given by John Brinn, secretary,
Rachel Hendon, treasurer, and
Helots, Roberts, membership
chairman. Al Hough, program

Saturday, Oct. 21
Brunch, Book & Bake Sal•/8-11:30
am/First United Methodist Church.
Knights of Columbus Tootsie Roll
Drive today at various businesses.
Quail Unlimited 'Fun Shoot'/2
p.m./Jackson Purchase Gun Club.
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club/10 a.m./club house.
Singles Organizational Society
(sos)/4 p.m./Chamber of Commerce
to go to Janice Alford's at Dresden,
Tenn. Info/Mariano, 753-2350, Janice,
474-8774, or Marhta, 759-2512.
Woodmen of World Youth Lodges'
Halloween party/6:30-9 p.m./Camp
W.O.W. Info/753-2319.
Burkein family reunion/6 p.m./North
Branch ol Peoples Bank.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-midnight.
Main Street Youth Center eighth
anniversary celebration/open 5-11
p.m. Info/753-TEEN.
Bull Bust '95/West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/762-3125.
KMEA District Marching Band
Competition/Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Free and open to public.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. info/762-3383.
LBL events include Homeplace
Wedding/1-4 p.m.; WKAA meeting/7
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-502-924-5602.
Sunday, Oct. 22
Murray Civic Music Association concert by Miles Hoffman, violist/3:30
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU. Tickets
available at door.
Eagle Scout Court of Honor for
Robert Thomas Naulty/2 p.m./First
United Methodiste Church.
AA closed meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Oaks Country Club chili scramble/1
p.m. Info/753-6454.
Big Sisters/Little Sisters of University
Church of Christ/4:30 p.m./church
parking lot to go to home of Jim and
Janet McCrory.
LBL events include Fall Color Canoe
Trip/2-5 p.m./Nature Station.
Info/1-502-924-5602.

director, said Lana Bell, executive
director of Playhouse in the Park,
will Introduce the members of the
opportunities presented by
the local theater at the next chapter meeting to be Tuiesday, Oct.
24, at noon at Holiday Inn. All
Interested persons are Invited to
attend.

many

To Subscribe To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Sponsored Each Week By Your Local

WAI:MART
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Oct. 23
to 27 have been released by Joanna Adams, food service director,
and Judy Clark, food service
coordinator, for Calloway County
and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:

1995 Toyota Camry DX
1St $19,689

1995 Toyota
Previa DX S/C

IP
/

1995 Toyota
Corolla

Calloway County

List $26,162

St. #95491

Pre-School
Breakfast
Monday - apple turnover, fruit juice,
milk; Tuesday - breakfast pizza: apple
wedges, milk; Wednesday - oatmeal
and cinnamon toast, fruit juice, milk;
Thursday- cheese toast, applesauce,
milk; Friday - chicken on biscuit, fruit
juice, milk.
Lunch
Monday - baked ham, peas and
carrots, baked apples, roll, milk; Tuesday - pizzaburger on bun, mixed vegetables, fresh fruit, cookie, milk; Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce,
tossed salad, diced pears, Texas
toast, milk; Thursday - chili dog on
bun, tater totos, cols slaw, milk; Friday - chicken pattie on bun, potato
salad, fresh fruit, cookie, milk.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - chicken on biscuit; Tuesday - scrambled eggs, hashbrown,
toast; Wednesday - Honeybun;
Thursday - oatmeal and cinnamon
toast; Friday - sausage and biscuit.
Milk, juice, cereal and toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - thicken fajita, hot ham
and cheese sandwich, peanut butter/
jelly sandwich; Tuesday - roast beef/
roll, barbecue sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Wednesday - pizza, charbroiled chicken sandwich, peanut
butter/jelly sandwich; Thursday spaghetti w/meat sauce, texas toast,
turkey club sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Friday - turkey, dressing,
gravy, roll, ham sandwich, peanut
butter/jelly sandwich Fruits, chef
salad, vegetables, fries, desserts, milk
and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday - ham on biscuit; Thursday - graham crackers with peanut butter; Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Cereal,
donuts, juice and milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, grilled cheese
sandwich wNegetable soup; Tuesday
• cheesy ravioli with bread stick, hamburger on bun; Wednesday - baked
ham and roll, barbecue sandwich;
Thursday - oven fried chicken and
roll, pizzaburger on bun; Friday spaghetti w/meat sauce with Texas
toast, turkey club sandwich. Sack
lunches, cold sandwiches, chef salads,
fruits, vegetables, salads, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.

21462

St. #95445 i List $15,311

$13,417
1995 ToyOa Celica ST
1995 Toyota
Paseo
St #95534

St #95543

List $19,105

3
2
i
/S
1
5

List $15,842

1995 Tacoma

$120142

St. #9520

Li§t $13,395

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PtPfttieY
."kri4
2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

Oldsmobile

(i')TOYOTA

'All priccs are plus the tax, title & license All rebates applied down

1995 Geo
Metro LSI

99

St. #95291 1 List $10,015

1995 Olds Cutlass
Supreme

1995 Chevrolet
Blazer 4x4
St. #9541

St. #95197

L'st)
$26,145
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Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - banana nut bread; Tuesday - scranbked eggs and toast; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday donut; Friday - no school. Cereal,
toast, fruit juice or milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, turkey sandwich; Tuesday • pizza, Sloppy Joe on
a bun; Wednesday - spaghetti and
roll, ribbette sandwich; Thursday - hot
dog, peanut butter/jelly sandwich; Friday,- no school. Peanut butter and jelly sandwich, fruits, vegetables, juice
and milk are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - pancake and sausage on
a sdx; Tuesday - chicken fritter and
biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Frino school. Cinnamon toast,
day
cereal, toast, assorted juices and milk
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - corn dog, chicken fried
steak, pizza; Tuesday - spaghetti w/
French bread, grilled cheese sandwich, hamburger; Wednesday - super
nachos, ham and cheese sandwich,
pizza; Thursday - foot-long chill dog,
fish sandwich w/cheese, cheeseburger; Friday - no school. Fruits, vegetables, fruit drink and milk are available
daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - apple turnover; Tuesday
- bacon and egg sandwich; Wednesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Thursday - chicken and biscuit; Friday - no
school. Cereal, cinnamon toast,
assorted juices and milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - raviole casserole, turkey
club sandwich; Tuesday - pasta bar,
bacon-cheeseburger, chef salad; Wednesday - chicken chow mein, corn
dog; Thursday - country fried steak,
pizza, all you can eat veggie day, Friday. no school. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, French fries, assorted
vegetables, fruit juice and milk are
available daily.

Professional Full Service Salon

„••• •
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Murray
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Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - scrambled eggs, hashbrown and toast; Tuesday - sausage
and biscuit; Wednesday - steak on
biscuit; Thursday - biscuit and gravy,
ham on biscuit in gym; Friday - cinnamon roll. Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - roast beef and roll, barbecue sandwich; Tuesday • oven fried
chicken with roll, Sloppy Joe sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat
sauce, turkey club sandwich; Thursday - turkey, dressing, gravy and roll,
ham sandwich; Friday - crispy steak
nuggets w/roll, chicken pattie on bun.
Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza,
deli sandwiches, chef salads, fruits,
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks-are
available daily.
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Deaths

Jury takes four minutes for sentencing
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
presiding judge and at least one
juror questioned a state Supreme
Court decision that brought Bernard Whitaker before them for a
resentencing hearing.
It took the McCracken Circuit
Court jury four minutes Wednesday to recommend life in prison
for Whitaker, the same punishment he was given at his first
trial for murdering his estranged
wife, Brenda.
Whitaker, convicted on Jan.
11, 1993, appealed, and the high
court ordered a resen te nc ng. The
court contended that Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Osborne
had used "inflammatory statements" concerning how quickly
those convicted of murder in
Kentucky are eligible for parole.
As the jury filed out of the
courtroom Wednesday, one said,
"What a joke. 1 don't know any-

Von Dwight Bailey
Von Dwight Bailey, 81, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Thursday, Oct. 19,
1995, at 6:28 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Betty Bailey.
Private funeral services will be conducted.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Stacey Steckler Sprinkle
The funeral for Mrs. Stacey Steckler Sprinkle was today at 11 a.m.
at St. Mary's Catholic Church, ML Carmel, Ill. Burial was in St.
Mary's Cemetery with arrangements by Cunningham Funeral Home,
Mt. Carmel.
Memorial contributions may be made to your favorite charity.
Mrs. Sprinkle, 25, Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 17, 1995, from injuries sustained in a car-truck accident on
Interstate 40 near Memphis, Tenn.
A 1993 graduate of Murray State University, she was employed as a
CPA at University of Tennessee at Memphis. She was a member of St.
Mary's Catholic Church, A.I.C.P.A., Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority, and
Wabash County 4-H.
Survivors include her husband, Don Sprinkle, to whom she was
married on Dec. 17, 1994; her parents, Mike and Janice Steckler, Mt.
Cannel, Ill.; three sisters, Lisa Drone, Evansville, Ind., and Becky
Steckler and Julie Steckler, Mt. Carmel; her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Steckler, Mt. Cannel, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Smock,
Cartr,i, Ill.; her parents-in-law, Frank and Janice Sprinkle, Murray.

reputation.
Gerson Zweifach, an attorney
for the Lantana, Fla.-based
Enquirer, said that he will appeal
the verdict and is confident the
tabloid will prevail.
Among the highlights of the
interview now deemed bogus:
— On raising a daughter, Eastwood was quoted as saying it
"isn't what I had planned to be
doing at this stage in my life, but
what the hell. It's better than sitting around getting fat and lazy."
— On proposing marriags ,to
actress Frances Fisher, mother of
his child: "Sometimes she says
yes and sometimes she says no,

It was the first time Malco
Theater has taken such an action,
a company executive said Thursday, the last night "Strange
Days" was shown.
Most movies get at least a twoweek run, said Stephen Lightman
at the company headquarters in
Memphis, Tenn.
"We've probably never pulled
an R (rated) picture like this
before because of a call," he
said.
Lightman agreed to pull the

so we never really get around to
getting married."
— On his movie roles: "I
can't keep playing someone
else's idea of a tough guy."

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Computer users poured into the
lobby of the world's first cyberspace bank during the hours after
the new Kentucky-operated institution opened for business.
Within hours, tens of thousands of hits had been made
Wednesday on Security First Network Bank's home page on the
Internet, and dozens of computer
users had applied to open
accounts at the bank.
Eric Walter, an MCI customer
support specialist in Atlanta, was
the first applicant.
Walter said he had no fears
about the security of the bank
because he is familiar with SecureWare Inc., the Atlanta company that developed the Virtual
Bank Manager software in conjunction with HewleU-Packard.
The bank, operated by Cardinal
Bancshares, based in Lexington,
was opened during a news conference in New York City.
Security First accounts will
allow customers to do business
with the bank 24 hours. They can
write checks, pay bills and verify
account balances. They also will
receive a debit card that can be
used in most automated-teller
machines.
Cardinal developed Security
First in partnership with Wachovia Corp. in Winston-Salem,
N.C.; Huntington Bancshares in
Columbus, Ohio; and Area
Bancshares in Owensboro, Ky.

Eastwood said he will give the
money to charity. The lawsuit
was "a personal stance to speak
the truth. I'll own up to anything
that's true."

Churches has asked the store to
remove the display and is asking
area churches to boycott the
SUM.

"It says that our system of
executing the worst criminal is
something to be laughed at, to be
entertaining," said the Rev. Nancy Jo Kemper, a spokeswoman
for the Council of Churches.
The store said it had no plans
to remove the display.
"It's just Halloween and it's a
lot of fun and we wanted to do
animations and have a lot of fun
with it," said Dawn Browning, a
worker at Dave's. "There wasn't
any ulterior motive, except to
pull in potential buyers. And it's
definitely done that."
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futuristic movie after hearing
from Vikki LeClaire Mills, local
chairwoman of an anti-violence
campaign.
Mills said she became concerned after reading about the
movie in the newspaper. The
movie's characters include a
prostitute who is stalked, humiliated, raped and murdered. A
mechanism amplifies her terror
and feeds it back into her brain.
Mills, who is involved in Stop
America's Violence Everywhere,
a project of the American Medical Association Alliance, said she
called Lightman because of the
Sept. 10 beating and rape of an
Owensboro woman in a church.
She said showing '"Strange
Days" so soon after that is
"insensitive and unnecessary."

Place Ain't Fancy but Silo is good Food.
Chestnut St
Murray, Ky.

TJ's

They will own about 25 percent of Security First after it
becomes a publicly owned
company.

753-0045
Mon -Fri.
10 a m.-8 30 p.m.

Why Give the Shirt off
Your Back for Heating,
Cooling and Hot Water?

geo
GEOTHERMAL
HEATING, COOLING
AND HOT WATER

For More Information Please Call
When Up to 65%
Energy Savings Are
Right Under Your Feet!

Geo Furnace Midwest
7534319

* END OF SEASON SALE *
SAVE BIG $$$
ALL HOMSTEADER ENCLOSED TRAILERS IN STOCK

NOW ON SALEWAS

SIZE
4'x8'x4'
5'x8'x4'
5'x8'x4'
5'x8'x5'
6'x8'x5'

NOW

$995
$);;2I $1,095
s41 $1,095
$1,145
$
$1,340

YOU SAVE
$195
$200
$200

All Have
Interior Lights

$200
FINANCING AVAILABLE
$329

Wood - Mesh - Metal Floors In Stock - All Tilt
NEW TRAILERS
Only $345
5'r8' Tilt
Only $375
5'x10' Tilt
Only $365
6'x8' Tilt
Only $410
6'2(10' Tilt
(AU have 3500 lb. azies)
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Whitaker was convicted of

ALL "USED" TRAILERS NOW ON SALE

Investments Since 1854.
Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:

shooting his wife, Brenda, af:er
placing a handgun against her
head in a hallway of the nursing
home where she worked.

Tim Kaltenbach noted that Whiu lds.be eligible for parole
2 oear
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Customers pour into
new computer bank

HOG MARKET
Federal.State Market News Sink, October 20, 1995
Kentucky Purchase Area Flog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. ISO Est. SO Barrows A
Gilts $2.00 to $2.50 lower Sows mostly Si 00 to
$2.00 lower.
541.50-42.4111
US 1.2 230-250 lbs.
US 1.2 2i1-230
US 2-3 230240
1414N-41.08
IS 3-4 240-270 lbs.

Circuit Judge Bill Graves also
wondered about the resentencing.
"It's obvious that different
judges will sec certain areas subje-tively, but unfortunately, on
the Supreme Court, there seems
to be a liberal faction that wants
to create new rights for the
defendants," Graves said.
"Decisions like this make it
almost impossible for the prosecution to adequately try a case,"
the judge said, adding that "we
are seeing appellate courts ask
for a perfect trial, which will
never happen. They are holding
prosecutors to a burden of proof
that is just not reasonable."
Commonwealth's Attorney

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
An R-rated movie has been
pulled from Owensboro movie
theaters after only one week following a woman's complaint that
the film depicts too much
violence.

Church leaders oppose
an electric chair display
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Some religious leaders say one
Lexington store's Halloween display goes beyond bad taste.
At the front of Dave's Holiday
House, a life-sized mannequin in
an electric chair is "electrocuted" several— times - a -lay.
Times when the dummy will be
"shocked," causing it to smoke,
scream and shake, are posted in
the store.
"There are a lot of things that
are just fun, but I find capital
punishment in no way to be fun
or funny," said Sister Mary
Kevan Seibert, chancellor of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of
Lexington.
The Kentucky Council of

thing that could be this obvious
but not understood by people
who are supposed to be at the top
of their field (Supreme Court
justices)."

R-rated movie pulled
at Owensboro theater

Jury finds in favor
of Clint Eastwood
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
federal jury made Dirty Harry's
day Thursday, ordering the
National Enquirer to pay Clint
Eastwood $150,000 in damages
for running what he said was a
made-up interview.
"It's important to stand up
when there's no element of
truth," the actor said after the
verdict. "If I let it slide, the
(Enquirer) will just continue
doing it. I almost have to do it to
get them to behave."
The "Dirty Harry" actor
claimed that a so-called exclusive
interview published Dec. 21,
1993 and headlin'
• is Private Life
Lifts the
took place. The tabloid's
executives testified that the interview did occur.
Eastwood sued for commercial
misappropriation and misrepresentation. His lawyer claimed he
was entitled to the more than $I
million in profits the tabloid
made on the issue and an additional sum for damage to his
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TRAILER SALES
5265 State Route 121 South
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Telephone: (502)247-7372

Fax: (502)345-2851

Destiny's darlings
step over Marshall
Lady Tigers top
Marshall County
for tourney title
By MARK YOUNG
Stan Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Samantha Hogsed assisted on the winning goal as Murray captured the Second District
tournament championship Thursday night with a 2-1 win over Marshall County at Ty Holland Field.

Murray High falls
2-1 to Marshall Co.
in boys title game
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
It was Marshall County's tournament to lose and Murray
High's to steal.
Perhaps just two inches kept
the Tigers from commiting a
grand theft.
With the clock ticking down to
less than two minutes, Murray
was looking to tie the game and
force overtime in Thursday's
Second District Tournament
championship game.

MARSHALL
MURRAY
1.1 Half
MC — Sonya, unassisted; 28 10
2nd Half .
MC — Wayland penalty kick, 30:22
IAN — Miller unassisted, 250
Shots: Marshall 19, Murray 14.
Records: Murray 10-8-1. Marshall 18-0

Assaulting the net, Murray had
one prime opportunity when Greg
Miller found himself staring at an
open Marshall County net.
A placekicker for the Tigers'
football team, Miller hit the
crossbar and the ball bounded
back into the field.
"We were pretty much trying
anything," said Miller, who got
the Tigers' only goal of the night.

Mark Kennedy is a firm believer in fate.
He's believed all season that
his Murray High squad was one
of the best girls soccer teams
anywhere around, and that it was
destined for greatness once a
slew of injuries could be
overcome.
The squad took its first step
toward meeting its "destiny"
Thursday night by downing Marshall County 2-1 in the Second
District tournament championship
game at Ty Holland Field,
prompting Kennedy to make an
even bolder statement.
"One of these teams (Murray
or Marshall) will go to the state
tournament," he said after his
team improved to 13-5-1 and
moved into next week's regional
tournament at Madisonville. "I
told them before the game that it
was fate, destiny, karma — what-

"Samantha Hogsed kicked it
toward the goal and I don't know
MURRAY
if she was shooting, but Cortney
MARSHALL •
Canerdy ducked and it bounced
1•1 Hall
MN — Williams. assist K. Howard; 21:52.
off her back and I just happened
MC — Stevenson unassisted; 200.
to be there on it," Christopher
2nd Hall
MN
Christopher. assist Hogsad; 18:34,
said.
Shots: Murray 13. Marshall 7.
"I told them at halftime that we
Records: Murray 13-5-1. Marshall 15-3.
would need 40 minutes of hard
play to win the game," Kennedy
ever you want to call it, but I said. "I keep telling them to pass
think this team was destined to the ball to the post on shots, and
go to the state tournament and that's what Courtney Christopher
that (Marshall) would be the best did."
team they would face on the way
Murray controlled much of the
there."
first half with several scoring
Marshall, which entered the opportunities, but sent all but one
game ranked in the state's top 10 sailing over the goal. The
Lady
and had beaten Murray twice dur- Tigers finally did score, however,
ing the regular season, fell to at the 21:52 mark when Sara Wil15-3, but will also advance to the liams converted a Kim Howard
regional tournament. Pairings assist.
will be decided Sunday.
"We try to get the ball on the
The game was tied 1-1 at half- ground and get it to the far post,"
time, setting up one of the more Williams said. "That's what I did
exciting second halves of the on the goal and coach Kennedy
season.
told us to keep the ball on the
The deadlock remained until ground on shots."
the 16:34 mark when Murray's
Murray looked to be ready to
Courtney Christopher took a pass take the 1-0 lead into halftime,
that first bounced off a team- but Marshall's Stephanie Stevenmate's back, and drilled it past
Marshall goalkeeper Jessica
Washburn.

"I wish I hit it two inches lower."
Murray was inches away most
of the night, but Marshall lived
up to its top-I0 state ranking by
escaping Ty Holland Field with a
2-1 tournament championship
victory.
"It was a little late," Tiger
coach James Weatherly said.
"Marshall's got quite a team, but
I don't think we played with the
same intensity that we did in the
Calloway game."
II See Page 11
Murray's Sean Haverstock (1) beats
Marshall's Jonathan Wayland to the
ball.

Bengals soar 27-9 over injured Steelers
PITTSBURGH (AP)
The
Pittsburgh Steelers almost were a
Super Bowl team last season.
They're making nearly every
opponent look like one this year.
Jeff Blake and his cast of acrobatic receivers resembled a fleet
of Supermen in pads to the Steelers' suddenly suspect defense
Thursday, leaping over and flying

By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
Now that the New Orleans
Sainu have their first victory of
1995 and the Carolina Panthers
have their first win ever, can
they both do it again?
Not this week.
New Orleans was 0-5 before
stunning Miami last week.
Expansion Carolina was 0-forlife — also five straight defeats
— before downing the New
York Jets.
This Sunday, the Saints visit
the Panthers.
A victory would give the
Panthers something Jacksonville, the league's other expansion

by them for three touchdown
catches.
And, no, the Three Rivers Stadium scoreboard wasn't shortcircuiting when it flashed: Cincinnati Bengals 27, Steelers 9. If
the Steelers thought that 20-16
loss at Jacksonville on Oct. 8 was
an anomaly, the Bengals brought
them back to reality.
"This is big, this is huge,"
Bengals tackle Joe Walter said.

"This was our biggest win in I
don't know how long. To win on
the road, to win in Pittsburgh,
this is big time."
It had been a long time since
the Bengals beat Pittsburgh —
1990, to be exact, or eight games
ago. The Steelers' domination of
its AFC Central rival was so
overwhelming, the Bengals (3-4)
didn't score more than 16 points
in any of those eight losses.

NFL upstarts Saints, Panthers
gunning for two-straight wins
team, already has accomplished
this year: A two-game winning
streak.
"We've been able to see
things in a different light this
week, a more realistic light, I
think," safety Brett Maxie said.
"Once you win that first game,
it confirms that what you've
been doing all along on the
practice field really does make
a difference. Now we know we
can win in this league."

the Saints have won before
under Jim Mora, but with a
leaky defense, they've struggled
all season. They benefitted from
five turnovers by Miami in a
33-30 decision, and sounded
like Maxie, a former Saints
player, in reacting to a win.
"It's a tremendous relief,"
said linebacker Ernest Dixon,
who had six tackles and an
interception against the Dolphins. "It lets you know what

Now it's the Steelers
losers of four of five, who can't
get into the end zone and can't
keep the opposition out. They
couldn't score a touchdown in six
trips inside the Bengals' 20-yard
line, and now have only one in
their last 13 trips there.
This wasn't the 49ers they
were playing, either, even if the
Bengals have answered San Francisco's much-copied West Coast

hard work and not giving up
can do for you. We fought until
the very end."
Four of the Saints' five scoring drives lasted 36, 30, 22 and
11 yards, thanks to the takeaways. It seemed that the Dolphins handed them the victory
as much as the Saints took it.
"One of the important things
is that our team not get
deceived by their record or their
statistics," Panthers coach Dom
Capers said.

offense with a much-different
East Coast version that is as
unconventional as the 49ers are
conservative.
If the 49ers are dink and dart,
with screen passes and highpercentage throws, Blake's Bengals are flash and dash, a highwire act on a 100-yard field.
"That's what we do every

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — The
revolving door in the injuryriddled tailback spot at Georgia
could see a sixth different starter this season when the Bulldogs take on Kentucky on
Saturday.
Georgia had hoped to get
Larry Bowie back in a starting
role, but he aggravated a pulled
groin in practice this week.
Two other former starters,
freshman Torin Kirtsey
(sprained ankle) and Selma Calloway (sprained knee), are still
listed as doubtful.
Freshman Robert Arnaud,
pressed into service last week
against Vanderbilt, could
become the sixth starter if
coach Ray Goff and his staff
I decide to leave wide receivertailback -quarterback Hines
Ward as the backup to starting
quarterback Brian Smith.
Despite the injuries, the Bulldogs (4-2, 2-3) are a 9-point
favorite to beat the Wildcats
(3-3, 2-2) in the Southeastern
j II See Page 11
_
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Sports

•Lady Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10

BRIEFS

son scored at about the 2:00 mark
to force the halftime tie.

Swim team sets practice schedule

"We had every opportunity to
finish more shots in the first half,
but we kept having these onetouch rips over the goal, and
that's not good soccer technique," Kennedy said. "Good
soccer technique is to pass it to

The Murray-Calloway County swim team will begin its fall swim
practice Oct. 24 at the Carr Health Building.
The sessions will run through Dec. 14 with practice on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Sunday from 4 to 5 p.m.
The fee will be $25 per participant.
Any'one interested in Joining the swim team may observe Nov. 2
and 5 and participate in practice Nov. 7, 9 and 12. Tryouts will be
held Nov. 14. Participants must be able to swim one pool length.
New officers for the 1995-96 year are: president, Camilla Brandon;
first vice president, Becky Nance; second vice president, Mike
Sykes; treasurer, Stacy Jones; reporter, Amy Sykes; and secretary,
Sandy Culp.
Anyone with questions should call 753-3440 or 753-0849.

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

NEW YORK (AP) — New York

NEW YORK (AP) — Chits Webber of the Washington Bullets and
Luc Longley of the Chicago Bulls
were suspended for one regular.
season game and fined $7,500 each
tor trading punches in a preseason
game Webber and Longley went at
it during Tuesday night's game at
the United Center in Chicago During
the altercation, Washington rookie
Rasheed Wallace threw the ball at
Longley Wallace was fined $5000

ATLANTA (AP) — American
Indians will protest the opening
game of the World Series Saturday
because of the Indian symbols used
by tans of the Atlanta Braves and
Cleveland Indians The protesters
will have an "amnesty barrel" in
which fans may burn their tomahawks. headdresses and other
Indian paraphernalia

FROM PAGE 10
Murray (10-6-1) and Marshall
(18-0) both advance to next
week's First Region Tournament
to be hosted by Madisonville.
"Marshall County's got a good
team, but I thought we had them
tonight," said Miller. "Hopefully,
we'll get them in the Regional."
Marshall, leading 2-0, looked
to be rolling to the trophy presentation late in the game when
Miller pulled the Tigers within
one with 2:50 left.
Tiger sophomore Josh Price
ripped a shot at the Marshall
goalkeeper, who deflected it towards Miller. Miller's blast easily
beat the keeper to give Murray
life.
"We got away from our game
in the second half and didn't control the ball like we wanted," said
Marshall coach Don Walker.

GOLF
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Loren
Roberts shot an 8-under-par 64 for
a one-shot lead after the first round
of the Texas Open Roberts is 31st
on the PGA Tour money list with
$540,135

SCOREBOARD

Bengals...

Sponsored By

The Insurance Center
of Murray

FROM PAGE 10
game," Blake said. "It doesn't
matter who we are playing."
But it did matter who the Bengals weren't playing — namely,
Rod Woodson, the All-Pro cornerback who is mending from
knee surgery. Without Woodson,
the Steelers simply couldn't keep
up with Bengals receivers Darnay
Scott, Carl Pickens and Tony
McGee, who combined for 14
catches, 210 yards and a touchdown apiece.
"All three guys did a great job
getting into the end zone," said
Blake, who has 15 touchdown
passes and only four interceptions. "Darnay used his speed,
Pickens used his height and.Tony
used his jumping ability to get
into the end zone. They were all
great."
Scott made a game-breaking
47-yard scoring catch over
Alvoid Mays, Woodson's
replacement, in the second quarter, and Pickens answered with
41-yarder following McGee's
leaping 12-yarder in the third
quarter. Pickens had eight catches
for 108 yards.
"Even if Rod Woodson were
playing, we still would have gone
deep," said Blake, who was
18-of-22 for 275 yards and no
interceptions. "We worked long
and hard to pick up Pittsburgh's
blitzes, and everything worked to
perfection. Even if they had
stopped us and stopped us, we
would have kept going deep."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King
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r SCHEDULE
"But Murray is never going to
give up."
Marshall withstood Murray's
last flurry, including Miller's
near-goal, to roll to the title and
their third win over Murray on
the season.
"That was an exciting finish,"
explained Weatherly. "We had
them on their heels at the end and
they don't like to be in that situation, they're not used to being in
that situation.
"They're a real good ball possession team. (Marshall) makes
you run to put pressure on them.
There's no doubt, they're the best
overall skilled team in the
region."
Marshall broke out on top
when John Sullivan cleaned up a
rebound with 28:10 to play in the
first half. Murray, outshot 19-14,
had a few golden opportunities,

but many sailed high or wide.
Marshall went up 2-0 with
30:22 to play in the game when
Jonathan Wayland beat Tiger
goalkeeper Ross Clark on a penalty kick. Wayland was grabbed
in the box by Tiger defender
Sean Haverstock, setting up the
one-on-one opportunity.
"That was big, because getting
two goals down to them is not
easy to overcome," said
Weatherly.
Regional tournament play
begins on Monday with two
games. Pairings, and game locations will be drawn on Sunday.
NOTES: Local players making
the boys' all-district team were:
Brandon McCoy, Calloway
County; Stephen Crouch, Greg
Miller, Jason West and Scan
Haverstock, Murray High.

All TItaers COT
WORLD SERIES
SeturOey, Oct. 21
Cirreland (Hershaft/ 16-6) id Atlanta (lieddio
19-2). 620 pm (ABC)
Sunday, Oct. 22
Cleveland (Wilma 12-5) at Atlanta (Gamine
16-7) 620 pm (NE1C)
Tueeday, Oct. 34
Atlanta (Srroatt 12.7) al Cleveland (Nagy 164)
7 20 p m (NBC)
Wedrieeday, Oct. 21
Ailama
Cleveland, 720 pm.(ABC)
Ilittriedry, Oct. 26
Atlanta e Cleveland, 720 prrL 9 1110611aWl
(ABC)
IlataMay, Oct. 28
Cleveland al Atlanta, 820 pm, 11 necessary
(NBC)
Sunday, Oct. 25
Caveland at Atlanta. 6 20 p m CST 11 necessity
ABC)

III takers at Paducah Tilghman
Paducah — 7:30
O Tigers at Ballard Memorial
LaCenter — 7 30

MONDAY
SOCCER
• Boys regional
Madisonville — TBA

• Girls

regional
Madisonville — TBA

lUESDAY
SOCCER
• Boys regional
Madisonville — TBA

U

Girls regional
Madisonville — TBA

ea
Insure both your car and home with quality Grange
coverage and pay lower rates on both policies.
You may also qualify for discounts on boats and
other personal property. Plus, you'll have the
convenience
of working with just one insurance
INSURANCE
Yourpartner in protection
agent. Call or visit us soon so we can tell you more.

•

•

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

NOW'S THE TIME TO BUY!

$239999

Stock 0: 05049

1995
Achieva S. Coupe
Stock #: 05022

• 2 2 cu in 2.2 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warranty

1995
Cutlass Supreme

$139399

$169399

16" Model 51
Chain Saw

Stock 0: 05029

1995
Cutlass Ciera

• 3 I Cu in - 3 1 hp

• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warranty

$139199

$329"
[eACIIIILII

Husqvarna

imm

II

1995
88 Royal

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

•
,
arg Vary by Misr
.on*Source and Frond* polyments based m account balance I 1990.gG

$189999

MURRAY

Keith's Lawn & Tractor

-4,40,togfc•'
opt

FOOTBALL

1995
98 Regency Elite

16" Model 36
Chain Saw

WIL

IODAY

Save two ways with our
Auto/Home Discount.

SALE DAYS
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WOO,Is
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players were named to the alldistrict team, voted on by coaches from Calloway, Lyon County,
Marshall County and Murray.
Calloway players named to the
squad were Elle Arant, Kristie
Hokans, Crystal Nadeau, Julie
Smothe,rman and Kellie Williams.
Murray players named were Hillary Belcher, Allison Cantrell,
Susan Krieb, Jenny Leary, Emma
Shaw, Sarah Snyder and Sara
Williams.

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS

IF/LILL

80 E. Main
502/759-9831

4

,

match. I thought during the first
half we had a chance to put up
some more scores, but we kept
letting them hang around. It
seemed like every five minutes
they turned it up a notch.
"But it's awfully hard to beat
anybody in this district three
times in one season," he added.
-This is the best district in the
region."
*Twelve Murray and Calloway

Scheel
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Cabe. tiepin Co.
274 150
Cwt. lade Co
279 173
*neat Cailway Ca
183 III
Lee Lloyd Wm
102 61
Colman, Alen Cara
190 74
WW1. DM
102
90
Chawan. 13ealve Co
151 02
Karim. ilcilunsile
153 74
Debortie, Mogan Co
220 103
Consilus, Matsui Caw(
126 74

FROM PAGE 10
Conference game that will be
televised regionally (JP Sports)
beginning at 12:30 p.m.
Kentucky features the leading
rusher in the SEC in Moe Williams, averaging 128 yards per
game. He left last week's victory over LSU with bruised ribs
but is expected to be ready to
go against Georgia.
"Moe could have went back
in Saturday night but the other
guy was doing really well,"
Kentucky coach Bill Curry said,
referring to backup tailback Ray
McLaurin, who had a careerhigh 107 yards on 25 carries.
Goff says the Bulldogs dread
playing Williams "because he's
such a great, great player. He's
as good a running back as we'll
see all year. He's done a lot of
great things for,them."
Kentucky has won three of its
last four games since snapping
the nation's longest major college losing streak at 12 games
with a 17-10 upset at Indiana
the third week of the season.
The Wildcats won on the road
again the next week, beating
South Carolina 35-30.
Georgia will be Kentucky's
third road game of the year.
"Kentucky is the most
improved football team we've
seen in a while," Goff said.

901 Sycamore

PREP FOOTBALL STATS

IN Kentucky...

the post and have it be in a location where it beats the goalkeeper. Most goals aren't on real hard
shots."
Murray outshot Marshall 13-7.
Washburn and Murray goalkeeper
Emma Shaw had four saves
apiece.
"Our defense and midfield never gave up and they kept running
to the ball," Kennedy said. "This
was one heck of a well-played

•Tigers.,.

SPORTS ROUNDUP

Yankees owner George Stelnbrennet will meet today with Buck
Showalter to, for a change, try to
get the manager to stay Steinbrenner who has had 21 managers in
the 20 years since he bought the
team told the New York Post he
would do his best to convince Showalter to return

11
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Purdom Motors Inc.
1300 Hwy. 121

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Murray

ny-pass •

753-5315
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This directory is made possible by these
firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatl
y
appreciated.
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ADVENTISTS

CHARLIE'S

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 1045 •.m.
Worship
Sat. 9:00 a.m.

Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARL
IE
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
753-4175
Glendale Al Whitneil lAcross From Ledger 8,
Times)
Closed Sundays

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

201 S. 3rd

753-2411

Carroll Tire B Wheel Alignment, inc.
MIDILIN
•Mulu-lail., Grand Am litenead Whits Letters
•Computonsed Wheel Balancing & Cornputanead
2 Wheel & 4 Wheal Alignment System
111011 N. lath St. • Mum,• 712.1481
Ho urm 7,106 Mon.-Pri. • Closed Rat. 11
A Su et.

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

FOR()
(Zgii) MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
753-5273

WOODCDAFTES
GALLERIES
Hwy. 641 North

759-4522

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller St. • 7530212

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Hoffman's
A.

Garden Center, Gift Shop, Lands
caping

Hwy. 94 E.

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

The Only

*YisiecAilrafwantAreconiknce

Cain

Wiatern' KY

tAd

JCPenney
Chestnut HIHS Shopping Ctr — 759-1400

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVER

YDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERV
ICE
Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
Olvmnic Plaza
751-21R1)
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

Call In Orders 753-7101

M A Ry KAY
FACEJO-FACE BEAUTY ADVICE'

Susan Cunningham

Highway 94 East
Jerry Hendloy, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30
Morning Worship
10:30
Sunday Eve. Serv.
6:00
Wed. Eve Serv.
7:00

BAPTIST
BLOOD R/VER

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRYS CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Holy Eve
700 p.m.
Hay Div
*00 •.m.
.ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masses Sun.
8 & 11 a.m.
Saturday Maas
COO p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Clam 9:00 cm.
Worship
10:15 a.m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 •.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
7:00 p.m
COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 a.m.
Church School
9:45 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 sm.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9.45 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
_
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
*45 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045•m
Evening
6:00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
W
Worshi
orsh p
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
Sunday School
Church Training
9:30 a.m.
5 p.m.
Worship Service
Wednesday
10-45 a.m.
7 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
cHEsTNUT STREET GENERAL
Worship
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
lOiOO sm.
Bible School
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
1100 a.m.
Evening Service
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
*45 a.m.
Morning Services
1100 a.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
1E34 Main SL, Murray
Sun. Morning Worship
Sunday
9 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Church Training
2nd Wednesday
500 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Sun. Eve. Service
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
6 p.m.
Wed. Eve. Service
6 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv.
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
Bible School
9:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
ELM GROVE BAPTI"°
ST
p• .m
9-50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evenin
g
Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
8:46 p.m.
Bible Study
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
Evenin
g
Worshi
p
6:00 p.m.
8.00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
FAITH BAPTIST
700 p.m.
Morning Worship
DEXTER
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST 600°°
: p• .m
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
FRIENDSHIP
9:30 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 7 p.m.
10:00 •.m.
Church Training
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
11:00 •.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:45 •.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:30 p.m
Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
6
7:10)
Wednesday Eye.
7:30 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
HARDIN BAPTIST
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
8, 9:15 & 1030 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10
700
:
:00 a
p•m
mi
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
00 am
10
l::rn..
7130
Worship
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
Church Training
(Sunday & Wednesday*:
Evening Worship3
6":00°
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Wednesday Eve.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST7:°°
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NEW CONCORD
Evening Service
Worship
9:60 a.m. & 6 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST6:30 p• .m
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
Morning Service
9:50 a.m.
BAPTIST
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday Night
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
SECOND STREET
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
6.00 p.m.
Sunday School
1000 am.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLEI;liD
ipALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
let Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Worship
3rd Sunday
9 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Bible Study
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
8 p.m.
10:60 a.m.
Evenin
g Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.
UNION GROVE
MOUNT HOREB
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m.
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Evening WorshipEve
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
niUNIVERSITY
Worship
19
100ai
.30 am
m.
HE'THEL CHAPEL
Bible
Classe
s
WOO a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
Sunday School
Worship
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
MISSIONARY
Worship
WEST MURRAY
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Morning Worship
1100
CALVARY TEMPLE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
NORMS'DE
Worshi
p
11 a.m & 6:30 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
17
1:00
00
DEXTE
R PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Morning
Evening Worship
9:00 a.m.
p.m.
Sunday School
Evening
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Worshi
p
Wednesday
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
FAITH
APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Preaching Serv.
1100 a.m.
2206 Coldwster Rd.
OAK GROVE
Sun.
Ser.
10-11 a.m.-700 p.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
3 miles seat of Almo
OWENS CHAPEL
Murray
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:15 a.rn.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Preaching
1100 cm.
Sunday Worship
10:30
FIRS'?
a.m.
ASSEM
BLY
OF GOD
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Weds. Prayer Ser.
Sunday School
6:30 p.m.
9:30 cm
Church
6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30
cm.•6 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Wedne
sday
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Worship 8:30 •.m., 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Sunda
y
School
945 a.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
SALEM BAPTIST
Worship
10:30 & 6 p.m.
OF LATTER DAY SA1N'TS
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
JENN
Y
RIDGE
PENT
ECOS
TAL
520 S. 16th St.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
Saturday Evening
Sunday Priesthood
7:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
Worship SCOVrS
OVE
Worshi
p
10:30
a.m.
7 p.m
&
Sunda
y School
10:00 a.m.
Service
11001100 am
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sacrament Meefing
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
Sunday School
1000 a.m
SINKING SPRING "CI P.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 s.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Evening Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1620 W. Main
SOUTH MARSHALL6:00 p.m
Sunday School
Sun. Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
10 a.m.
Worship Serv.
Church School
Worship
*15 a.m.
1100-7:30 p.m.
11 am,6:30 p.m.
LAKE
Weekdays Evening Prayer 5:15 p.m.
Wednesday
-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
7 p.m.
Sunday Services
(Holy Eucharist Wednesday)
SPRING CREEK
10 AA& & 6 p.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
FIRM' PRESBYTERIAN
Evening Worship
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
6:46 p.m
Sunday School
Training Union
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
600 p.m
9:30 a.m.
Worship
Morning Worship
ST. JOHN
10:45 a.m
10:30 a.m.
LIBER
TY
Morning Worship
CUMBERLAND
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN MISSION
11 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
940 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Worsh
ip
Servic
e
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1100 a.m.
MOUN
lhasiday Scheel
T
PLEASANT NEW lin CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000a m.
Morning Worship
Morning Warship
1100 em
1819 Marlin Chapel Rd.
11:00 a.m.
Evenin
g
Worshi
p
Evening Winship
Sunday ached
700 p.m.
COO p.m.
*45 cam.
NORT
H
Mid Welk Swims
PLEAS
ANT
Warshi
p
GROVE
- 800 p.m.
1100 cm.
Worship
vicroitY BAPTIST
11
4"
Weleaday
WO p.m
MR P.m.
Sunday School
Sunday ached
SHILOH CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY
• 10a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Meriting Warship
OAK
GROV
E
Seel
y Used
1100 as%
se a.m. Isaasy &hod
Evening Worship
Warship
10-00
900 p.m.
11 a.m. 7 pia.
Warship &orrice 1100 a.m.& 7
p.m.

CHRISTIAN

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Thornton Tile and Marble

Our Slatertttttn is.Open
Alan.-Fri. 8-4:30
Saturday 8-Noon
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
—Philippians 4:13

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
7„,,,,„/

Keith York, Kelvin York and Janiev
Coleman

712 S. 4th St.

753-6800

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

SIRLOI,N
6
1

STOCKADE'
(

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

e
r dicine

Pe4

12th & Olive

759-9245

Great Selections...

'Bibles and Bible Covers
READMORE 'Bib
le Index Tabs
flook -N-cAND se* •Bible Lesson Plan
ners

Chestnut Hills 'Precious Moments
Bible
Murray
FREE Imprinting With Purchase

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.

Shell

Serving Western Kentucl“
and Western Tennessee

S. 4th•St. 753-1223 Chestnut
St.

Calloway Monument Co.

1707 West Main
Murray
IV• have OVOI 40 years' experience
in design and crottsmenship"
We are here to serve you and your
loved ones

753- 196

NAZARENE

S T.U•D 1.0
Dixieland Ctr. • Chestnut St.
• 753-7050

Ledger &Times
MURRAY

PENTECOSTAL

THE LORD'S CREATURES
SHOULD BE TREATED
WITH KINDNESS.

CHRISTIAll AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

••
ulona • •

Wcsi Vi CNN'

MICR OF =OS MIST
OF LATTER RAY SAINTS

P

753-2207

Independent Beauty Consultant Sales
Director
Corner Opportunity Available

FM'S BLOCK 8
BEADY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete
EMI Maki stria
753-3540

INDEPENDENT

1401 SOUTH 161h STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304
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Open 7 Days A Week
Murray • 759-1738

1409 Main St. •

EPISCOPAL

"We Do Chicken Right"

205 N. 121h

FIRST ASSEMBLY CW GOD

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CHURCH OF GOD

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP
-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N • Murray 753-6448
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David Morris Electric
Cosiunereial • Residential • Indus
trial
New Construction - Repairs - Maint
enance

Quality Electrical Work Since 1971
Call 759-4960

PRESBYTERIAN!

Add-A-Name Books, Etc.
or

Gtfts and Collectibles
Southside Shopping Center
753-4876

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
MAZDA-NISSAN, INC.
West Ky Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut Si
753-8850
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Area churches list speakers and music for upcoming weekend
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday. Oct. 22,
as follows:
Goshoin Mithodist
'The Rev Jim Peyton, pastor, will
speak about 'Healing Our Divisions'
with scripture from I Corinthians
1 10-17 at 10 a.m senfiCe. TM choir
will sing 'Whispering Hope. Assisting
will be Jo Lovett, liturgist, Tina Sexton,
children's church; Samantha Gibbs
and Lora Sexton, acolytes; Remo
Doyle, Sharon Boaadman and Mona
Lewis, music; Norma Edwards, Tim
Palmer, Melissa Vittatla, Rhea Ann
Wright, and greeters.
Westsido Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'The Power of the
Church' with scripture from Acts 1:4-8
at 1030 a.m. and about 'The Promise
To the Church' with scriptur• from
Acts 1.9-11 at 6 p.m. Tommy Scott will
direct the music with Susie Scott and
Patsy Neale as accompanists. Morning
music will be a duet by Lucretia
Thompson and Kevin Crawford, by the
choir and by Sonlight. Lu Evans will
sing at evening service. Larry Cherry
and George Ligon will be deacons of
the week.
University Church of Christ
Jim Pounders, minister, will speak
about 'The One Precious Soul' at 10
a.m. service and John Dale, minister
of Glendale Road Church of Christ, will
speak at 6 p m service for both churches Assisting will be John Murdock,
Dave, Billy and Paul Bell, David
Thompson, George, Jack and Chuck
Wilson, Gene Rickman, Larry Painter,
Vernon Gantt, Greg Dowdy, Richard
Smith and Hampton Brooks.
MOM0filll Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. John Wood will direct the music
with Kathy Thweatt as organist. Assisting will be Bill Dale, deacon of the
week, and Tom and Danielle
Schwettman.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. The music will be directed by
Alvin Usrey with Cyndy Satterwhite
and Janet Arnold as accompanists.
The Choir will sing in My Heart There
Rings A Melody.' Jack Norsworthy will
be deacon of week.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel, minister, will
speak about 'Why Give To the
Church' with scripture from ll Corinthians 8:1-5 at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
services. Kim Black, music director,
will sing a solo and Mary Ellen Walker
and Mayme Nell Staudacher will play a
handbell duet at early hour. Joan
Bowker will be organist. The Chancel
Choir will sing 'My Lord What A Morning" and the Handbell Choir will play at
later service. Walt Garrison and Chris
Naulty will be acolytes
First Baptist
The Rev. Terry Garvin, associate
pastor, will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7
p.m. services. Steve Littlefield, minister of music, will direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
accompanists. Gale Vinson will sing a
solo, Praise! will sing and Adult Handbell will play at morning hour. The
Youth Choir will sing at evening -hour
with Ryan Cunningham and Jon Bell,
soloists, duet of Sarah McNeary and
Ryan Cunningham, with Beth Runnels
and Beth Stribling as accompanists.
Dr. Bobby Malone will be deacon of
week.
Elm Growl Baptist
The Rev. Todd S. Buck. pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. services. Music will be directed by Donald
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Susan
Reynolds as accompanists.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Tim Adcock, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Music will be directed by Gene
Orr Miler with Gwen Key and Rhonda
Lamb as accompanists. The Church
Choir will sing 'Prayer Medley" at
morning hour. Bonicha Williams will
sing a solo at evening hour.
South Pleasant Grove Meth.
The Rev. Roger A. Hopson, district
superintendent, will speak at 10:45
a.m. service. Doug Craton will direct
the music with Tommy Gaines and
Kathy Erwin as accompanists. Assisting will be Stefanie Wilson and Ashley
Fannin, acolytes; Ronnie and Donna
Jackson, Hazel Lee Boyd, Ronnie
Jackson, Jerry Veazey and Doyan
Jennings.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Alvin York will speak at
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Kevin
Rudicil will direct the music with
Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as
accompanists. The Adult Choir will
sing at morning hour. The ordinance of
The Lord's Supper will be observed at
evening hour. James Rose will be deacon of week.
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Larry Duffer, pastor, will
speak about "Ye Have Not Passed
This Way Heretofore' with scripture

from Joshua 3 4 at 11 a.m. and about
'Divine Forgiveness' with scripture
Prom Colossians 1 14 at 6 p.m. service. Assisting will be Mika Smith,
song loader, with Mildred Lassiter and
Pam Treas as accompanists
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will b• at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 am Sunday with Fr
Peter E Hughes as pastor. Assisting
will be Cecelia Reed, Jason Tidwell,
Carl Naidek, Tom Aura, Sr. Ann, Diana
Riedel. Joel and Mary Reed and family, Coleman Maddox, Louis Charette.
Don Hellkamp, Doug Lambert, Cindy
Clemson, Nancy Moyer, Paul and Lorraine Maggard, Lou Jenkins, Andy and
Dorothy Rachoy, Bob and Marge Garland. Lindsey Krouse, Joey Woods,
Henry Ross, Heather Westphal, Carol
Doyle, Rob Westphal, Jerry and Pam
Kelly, Frances Ross, Joan King and
family, Lindann Ward, and Marianne
Olsen.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev Jim Peyton, pastor, will
speak about 'Healing Our Divisions'
with scripture from I Corinthians
1 10-17 at 11 a.m service. Assisting
will be Brittany Henderson, acolyte,
Don Paschall, children's time, Dale
Outland and Keith Norsworthy, ushers.
Christian Sciencs
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday and 730 p.m each second
Wednesday.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serVICSS. Children's Church will be at 11
a.m. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Ed Montgomery, new pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Rex
Smith will be song leader with Jimmy
Wilson as pianist.
Murray Church of God
J.H. Lipford, pastor, will speak at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Assisting will
be Marie Lipford, song director, Danny
McGrew, pianist, Ethel Jackson,
organist, and Wendell Pace, guitarist.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services at 201 South Sixth St., Murray.
Palastine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Edna Jones
will be song leader with Mary Connor
as pianist.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWhorter, pastor
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Gerald Canter will direct the
music with Carolyn Allbritton and Jane
Buchanan as accompanists.
Good Shepherd Methodist
The Rev. William E. Tate, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Choir
director will be Diane Tatiock with Betty Poole as accompanist.
Lighthouse Christian Mission
The Rev. Phillip Rogers, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service at corner of
South 15th and Sycamore Streets.
Community Baptist
The Rev. Randall Winchester, pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services in Dixieland Shopping Center.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Jack Kees will speak at 11
a.m. and the Rev. Tom Rector at 6
p.m. MifyiCeS.
Glendale Road Ch. of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak
about 'God's Promises Give Us Hope'
with scripture from Hebrews 10:19-23
at 9 a.m. service. Assisting will be
Raybo Dunn, song leader, Garry
Evans, Mike Henson, Jerry Ainley,
Johnny Bohannon, Maurice Weaks,
Bobby McDougal, R.C. Jones, Dudley
Burton and Herbert Hughes. The 6
p.m. service will be at University
Church.
New Life Christian Canter
The Rev. Mark Welch will speak at
11 a.m service.

First Presbyterian
The Rev Ann Marie Montritomary,
co-pastor. will speak about Tailtdui
Persistence with scripture from Luke
18 1-8 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Choir will sing 'How Lovely Is Our
Dwelling Place with Pat Bomba as
organist/choir director The Rey David
Montgomery will b• liturgist, and Gloria McLaughlin, Gans Geurin and Katy
Schnautz, ustwes/greeters.
Coldwator Church of Christ
Tim Rolarisf, minister, will speak
about 'Giving As Worship?' with scriptuts from Acts 20.35, I Corinthians
16:1-2, and II Corinthians 9:6-7 at
10:15 a.m and about 'Why The
Church of Christ Doesn't Use Instrumental Music in Worship? at 6 p.m.
Assisting will be Larry Wisehart, songleacler, Gorski Rule, scripture reading, and Leslio Douglas, John Amett,
Charles Lamb, Richard Jonas, Johnny
Downs and Bill Vincent. The 6 p m.
service will be worship in song led by
men of the congregation.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Otto Hammer will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p m service. John Ray
will be song leader with Fay Ray as
pianists
St John Episcopal
Tthe Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre
Trevathan will preside and preach.
Hazel Church of Christ
Parker French, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Locust Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Smith, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Robert Houston is song leader, Sharon Pierceall is choir director and
organist, arid Wanda Miles is pianist.
New Concord Ch. of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
North Ploasant Grove CP
The Rev. James E. Garrett, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Dean
Cochran is song leader with Margaret
Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rev. William B. Miller, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Jack
Miller will direct the music with Patty
Harris as pianist.
First Christian
The Rev. James Horner, guest
minister, will speak about 'Knowing Is
Life" with scripture from John 17:3 at
10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Lynn Griffiths, will
sing 'What A Friend We Have In
Jesus." Assisting will be Molly Young,
Marie Forrester, Bailey Gore, Don
McCord, Jo Crass, Billie Burton, Nannette Durham, Charmaine Lamb, Gary
White, Jay Zirbel and Eddie Phelps.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Harry Yates, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Bobby
Manning will direct the music with
Marge West as accompanist.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev. Ed Montgomery, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
Kelso and Fay Nell Kelso will be
accompanists with Cathy Crawford in
charge of Children's Church.
Coles Camp Ground Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 8:50 a.m. service. Assisting will be Greg Miller, song leader,
and Janice Farris, Samantha Hall and
Dew Stephenson as pianists.
Charry Corner Baptist
The Rev. John Denham, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Tim Stone will direct the music with
Anna Requarth and Julie Stone as
accompanists
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 10 a m service. Larry
Woodall will direct the music.
Russell Chaps' United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9:45 a.m. service. Red
Woods will be song leader with Bruce
and Marian Bucklew as accompanists.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain
I. The sweet persuasion of his voice respects the sanctity of HIS will.
2. Jumping To Conclusions: Assuming you know when you do noi
3. Exaggerating: Enlarging a thing beyond the bounds of truth.
4. Silence: Witholding information which would clear the guilty one.
5. Quotations: Making another person do your lying for you.
6. Gossiping: Indulging in sensational, personal, intimate chatter.
7. Twisting Truth: Clever wording to make a lie out of the facts.

New Providence Baptist
The Rev Odall Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 pm. services
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m service with
Jared Lassiter as song leader and Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Mason's Chapiii United Methodist
The Rev Steven L Douglas, pastor,
will speak at 11 am service Karon
Coles and Sharon Myatt will be
ocean pantsis
Flint Baptist
The Rev Tim Hodges, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m service and Keith
Inman at 7 p m lefVi011. Darren Chapman and Greg Wyatt will direct the
music with Gina Brandon and Karon
Johnson' as accompanists.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. John Penny, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m service. Eddie Ramsey will direct the music with Janeen
Burkeen and Rita Culver as
accompanists.
Salem Baptist
The Rev. John Sheppard, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Bobby
Fain will direct the music with Denise
Windsor and Phyllis Sheppard as
accompanists.
West Murray Church of Christ
John Bunnell will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. gospel meeting services. Song leader will be Jeff
Williams.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. William E. Tate, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist.
Trinity Christian
The Rev. Joe Reynolds, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Dexter Baptist
The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. Lawrence /Aarran, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Higher Praise
The Rev. E.F. Clare, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
serVICAS

Bethany Baptist

The Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. Darrell Young, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

WSJP 1130 AM - Live at 6 p.m.
& WVHZ90.5.FM at 7 p.m.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Worship service will be at 9 •m
Sabbath School will be at 10 30
a m on Saturday
arid

SUPPORT OUR CITY GOVERNMENT
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Beautiful Residential Lots In A Secluded Setting
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Call Cary Miller • 753-8974
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St. John Baptist
The Rev. Norris E. Mills, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Roderick
Reed will be choir director with Ruthie
Kitrell as pianist.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. John W. Penney, pastor
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Wanda Saylors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as

pianist.
Northsida Baptist
The Rev. Scott ilivins.._911StOr, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. son/Ices.
Max McGinnis will be music director
with Joy Young as pianist.
Ledbetter Baptist
The Rey. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and-6 p.m. services
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
and Gertie Sheppard. pianist.
Faith Apostolic
The Roy. Dwight Wyant, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. homecominil service.
Dexter Pentecostal
The Rev. Elijah Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
Alliance Bible
The Rev. Kerry L. Lambert, pastor,
will speak about 'Nathan: A Spokesman for God's Absolutes' with scripture from II Samuel 12:1-14 at 10:30
a.m. service at Weaks Community
Center.
Immanual Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor, will
speak about 'Keep the Faith' with
scripture from II Timothy 1:5 at 10:15
a.m. baptism service. Assisting will be
Jylonda Soulsby, organist, John Kruger, elder, Jim McCloskey, Larry
Pahlke, Jack Benton and Charles
I3enzing.
Greater Hope Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service at Main
Street Youth Center.
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Church of Living God
Elder C.B. Bramley, minister, will
speak at 11:30 a.m. service.
Shiloh Christian Assembly
The Rev. Roy L. Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
1443INICes.

Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8, 9:15 and 10:30
a.m services.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Boss Insurance Agency
Ronnie ROSS & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

80 mg Aspirin Curbs Cancer
A group of researchers from the University of Michigan concludes that
80 ing_of aspirin a day- is an effective, safe dose lo prevent the
development of colorectal cancer. The researchers' data also indicate
that aspirin may not have to be ,taken every day.
"Prostaglandin production, is the potential
marker for precancerous changes, is supresscd
even 76 hours after the last dose of aspirin,"
said the researchers at a conference. Interestingly, a daily dose of aspirin 80 mg is also
recommended for persons who are at high
risk for heart disease. Further research will
determine the exact role aspirin plays in preventing colon caner and provide answers regarding whether doctor should routinely recommend daily aspirin use for their patients.

Walter's Pharmacy
604 S. 121h St. • 753-7688

With 1st Quality

Styles And Savings

UT UP
FOR WINTER
Arnold Palmer &
Stanley Blecker

Build your professional
wardrobe and save this
week on such basics as
2 Piece Suits &
Make-A-Suits

10 a.m.
.11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Transportation Available - Call 753-5019 after 4 p.m.
Every Sunday, We Are On

9 a m Sunday
7th Day Adventist

SON10011.

Worship With Us
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

South Marshall Baptist
The Rev Russell Dunn. pasta will
speak at 11 a m and 6 30 p m
services
St Henry's Catholic
Mass will be at 5 p m Saturday and

$99 &
James H. Cain
Pastor

Rev. Richard Sisk
Evangelist

$119

Wool & Wool Blend
Sport Coats

REVIVAL

$59&
$80.25

Lake-Land Apostolic Church

Sale Ends 10/27/95

1653 No. 16th Ext. • Murray, KY

Thurs.-Sat. October 19-21 at 7 p.m.
502-753-5757 or 759-1602
EVERYONE WELCOME!

10% Off Dress Ties!
WE CARRY BIG & TALL. PORTLY &
X -LONG SIZES AT OUTLET PRICES,

117 S. 7th - Mayfield. KY
Mon.-Sat. 9-5, 247-2757

Wholesale Stores
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Classified
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12.1.u1Qy Asia
$6.00 Column inch
40% Otecouni 3nd Run.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
AS S Ado Aid ha N.I Day Isgiod,)
$2.00 pet cokinn inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
304 pet word. 66.00 minimum
I at day.6$ pet ssottl pet day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classletscis go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 erdra for
blind box ads.
Yard Sale $750 Preogla
A $200 lee we b•required to motto
any changes to ad on« deadens,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

EMPLOYMENT

060
070 .
090
100
110

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
uvestock & Supplies
' Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

Maks

World of Sound
753-5865
ALTERATIONS. Ruth's
See & Sew 753 6981
ATTENTION Wildcat Fans I
Only a few tickets remain
for trip to Indianapolis on
Dec 2-3 Go with us to see
UK play Indiana Call
759 2370

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 197
Unless still in School
College, their
or
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most poptilar Mayor Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits al reasonable
rates. For free information call:

The family of Leland (Red) Alton
wishes to thank all
our friends and
neighbors for the
food and flowers
and visitation. We
truly appreciate all
your kind words
and deeds during
our time of bereavement.

Jerry McConnell

The Alton Family

Insurance
753-4199

NOW AVAILABLE
al===

S.,!
• yrroy •

050

'free local claim service

WARD
ELKINS

Loot
And Found
FOUND Nike shoe size 14
n Fairview acres
753-6355

ATTENTION Parents
would your child like a Pen
Pal? For more info reply to
Pen—Pal. USA, Rt 1 Box
131 A, Ashley, IL 62808

7511713

Pizza Magic Aurora Open
5pm Thurs. Fri Sat Pizza,
salads, hot sandwiches,
gyros & bread sticks Dine- LEASE to hunters,
in or carry out 474 8119 or 300/acre wildlife refuge
1-800-649-3804
753-1300
Octoberfeat
Oct. 20 & 21
Antiques Etc. On
the square in Benton, KY Door prizes
and refreshments!

LOST A Tortoise Shell Calico female cat with one rear
foot having a light beige
color and responding to
name Puddin Lost in vicinity of McDonald's on
Sept 22 or 23 If found
please call 753 4828
Reward

Classifieds
Office Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

14.1p
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-233.4

FALL SPECIAL
Pond Raised Catfish
From 1-99 Lin •$1.25 lb

$1.00 lb

100 Lbs & Up

LIve/U-Pick Up

Pine Creek Fish

ATTENTION Murray No
experience needed
$500'$900 weekly/
potential processing mortgage refunds in your area
.Part or full-time Call
1 216-233-4204 (24 hrs )
CONCRETE finishers
needed full or part time
502 898 8425

To Place Order Call
502-435-4237

/ ALPINE
)
0c1dbrdroscialo

Owen's

•

Part or Full
Time Deli Help
Needed Apply at
Owen's Market.
1407 W. Main St.

DRIVERS needed Must be
18, have good driving record, insurance and de
pendable car Apply at
Domino's

clario
S n.
.

riC A.Pt. 4211. I-JO ICA 11

Tapes

Car Audio

Slime, llottletwrd
Dixieland Center

763 0113

•IMPROVE YOUR

HEALTH!
Relaxation
Stress Reduction
Poin Relief

753-3801
7 DAYS R WEEK
10:00RM - I 0:00PM
Dove Estes, 1MT

MASSAGETO YOU
Convenie,nt studio or outcolls to your home or hotel
.f.

TAX NOTICE
The 1995 County and School taxes are now
payable at the sheriff's office.

EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr
No 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803

EXPERIENCED loader.
drrver to separate and stack
logs Good pay & benefits
Call Averitt Lumber,
502 924 1101 between
8am 4pm
EXPERIENCED waitress
wanted, days only apply in
person, Hungry Bear
Restaurant
EXTERIOR maintenance
including landscaping,
painting, brick cleaning,
asphalt sealing, etc Hard
work, experience a plus
Serious inquiries only,
4 00-5 00 759-4118

10% Penalty Added Feb. 1, 1996.
All taxing authorities have a lien against all
real and personal property of each delinquent taxpayer pursuant to KRS 134.420(1),

M & AA Remodeling is now
taking applications for car
penters 753 6869

which is effective on April 15, 1996 when the
unpaid tax liability becomes delinquent.
it

PLEASE BE SURE TO BRING OR MAIL
YOUR TAX BILL WHEN MAKING PAYMENT. THE TAX BILL NUMBER IS
NEEDED TO GIVE YOU FASTER SERVICE,
NOTE:When paying by mail, please enclose
a self-addressed STAMPED envelope if you
wish a receipt of your tax bill payment.
•

Stan Scott

Sheriff, Calloway County

470
480

485
490
495
503
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Usea Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060

14elp

NOW hiring for full time OUTREACH Coordinator.
Teacher-State
position Job requires self Trio/Upward Bound Posi
Certified
K-8 confident person(s), who tion to begin December
we honest, hard working 1995 Qualifications BS
with
Gifted
and desire a chance to start degree in Education or Hu
Talented
and
at an entry level position man Services field reEndorsement to and work their way up Pos quired Experience working
loon includes delivery, col
with disadvantaged teena
implement prog- lecOons
and sales We offer gems, public schools and
ram in Calloway competitive wages product community groups pre
purchase plan and a health tarred Counseling, leaderCounty Elemen- insurance
package Apply ship, and TRIO experience
tary and Middle in person at COLORTYME. desirable Extensive
computer/electronics
Schools. Appli- 408 N 12th St Murray
knowledge including Wordcation should be PART time collection ex Perfect and Windows applipert sought by progressive cation required Valid KY
made at the medical
practice Applicant driver's license required.
following
ad- should possess knowledge Evening and weekend work
of collection process, 3rd schedule also required Redress:
party billing, and excellent sponsibilities Coordinates
Calloway County
communication skills
and participates in educe
Good pay and flexible tonal and cultural activities,
Board of Education,
hours Send resume to responsible for recruitment
ATTN: Glenn Grubbs
P 0 Box 1040 L, Murray, and selection of particip
Ky 42071
P.O. Box 800
ants, coordinates
Murray, KT 42071 PEOPLE Lease is now tak- technology/computer related activities, develops
ing applications for light in- monthly newspaper and
dustrial positions in the misc publications, conMurray area Apply in per- ducts monthly school visits.
SPORTABLE Score board
son at 1406 E - North 12th assists with tutoring Sal
is looking for a full time
St , The Village Office ary $17.000-522,170 Approductionassembly per
Complex, next to Cain's plicadon Deadline Novemson, -experience a plus
Apply in person at 94 Jeep Eagle between ber 10, 1995 To Apply
9 30am & 4 00pm, Mon Send resume and names of
Spruce after 3pm
thru Fri
three professional references to Myra Yates, Director of Upward Bound, TRIO
building, Murray State UniKentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help If you are
versity, P 0 Box 9, Murray,
energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we would
Ky 42071-0009 Persons
like to meet you
who have succeeded in
Positions available•
Overcoming barriers similar
* Manager
* Crew Leaders
.to• those con(ronbrig the
* Assistant Manager * Cooks, Cashiers
program's target papule
tion are encouraged to
Starting from $4 40-$5 00/hr depending on experience and
apply Murray State Univerposition.
sity is an equal education
Apply in person at the Benton, Murray, Calvert City, and
and employment opportunMayfield Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants, EOEUT
ity, MiF/D, AA employer

KFC

TOBACCO WORKERS
NEEDED
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local
recruiting area transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met. 55.47/hr.
stripping/Alt. work 11/19/95-1/19/96. Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

NOW Accepting applies'
bons for roofing and construction workers Cat Advance Roofing and Con
'Ruction at 753 5814
NOW accepbng applies
bona for full tima delivery!
stock, sales person In
selves some heavy Irfbng
Apply on person at D & T
Foods
NOW Hiring, days & nights,
above men wage Apply in
person after 2pm, at Arbys
No phone calls piers.

SAFETY advisors:
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
9am- lpm
only
502-759-9130
WANTED Mature responsible volunteers for afternoons at the Humane
Society/Animal Shelter in
Murray Run errands, greet
people, answer phones,
etc Clerical skills helpful
Must have own transportaDon Choose your afternoon hours Stop by the
shelter after 1pm, Mon Fri
070

UqltjDuckling

Licznisso
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now, regardless of HEALTH, you
may purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Board of the KY
Health Purchasing Alliance.
The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies

offering this insurance to residents of
Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a rate quote. You can
now change and shop for price alone. If
your present policy is over six months
old, you do not have any waiting periods
for pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nadoawlde 1-800-455-4199

— Need Extra —
Cash?
Run a Classified. —

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or l&sse
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sale
Homes For Sale

GUNS
436SMITH
681, 22
750-91
210

A FIR
4.37-

OFFICE HOURS

FIREW

vice. 4

Mon.-Fri 8 aim.-5 pin.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Caurre
Fr

260

• Doadrines ant 2 dove
In advancer,

19'
memo
759-91
270

Want
To Buy

Horne
Furnishings

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days 753 1418
evenings

WASHER, dryer. loveseat,
sofa, swivel rocker, refrigerator 753-7845 after
€Pm

WRECKED or junk cars,
trucks, and all types scrap
metal & appliances
753-4133
1973 DODGE grain truck
14ft Krause disk Call after
5pm, 753-7845
200 ALBUMS, good cond
still in folder. 60's & 70's
take 50 or more 50cts ea
100 pair blue jeans, moos,
womens, childrens, 50cts
pr., if take all 3 Cushion
sofa nice, dean, $100 LWing room chair like new $50
9 Drawer dresser, Oak finish $45 Hard back books,
all kinds, 10cts ea. take
all 7 Automatic coffee mak
ens, $3 00 to $15 00 ea , all
work good 2475810
3 3'x6' WOOD French
style windows, Whin view
storm windows, 1- full view
aluminum storm door 1 self
storing aluminum storm
door 489 2813

KING woodburning heater,
thermostatic, 4yrs old,
good condition 753-7294
Before 9pm
MATCHING his & hers die
mood wedding set never
worn, new $2.000 asking
$1 700 obo 753-0516
MUMS MUMS 1) Best in
Murray 2) 3 Sizes 3) Over
30 different colors & varieties 4) Bud stage 5) Very
affordable 6) You don't
have to dig D & M Market,
403 Sycamore 753-7483
REMODELING need to sell
new Almond color WWIpool range & double door
refrig , wilds & water dispenser, both in perfect
shape Also have table &
chairs, only used 3 mos
Call 759-1835 or 753-3957

I Will keep Children in my
home, lots of references, 5
years experience, 2 open
ings Call Angie, 489-2771

swer leave message

WILL dean houses, references, reasonable rates
437-4064
120

Computers
ANNOUNCINGI POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWK.
INS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and patots Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

1995
2Br, 2
elect'
Call to
anyti
753-8

1992 EASY Go golf cart
witop & new battery,
$1500 Call 753-0463

2,50

SHAD
electric
canoe

2 Sales Represental i% es and
2 Ser% ice Technicians needed for
expanding professional business.

285

Earning potential unlimited, Medical benefits, 401K available, College Marketing
degree preferred for sales, ASEP or ASE
Technician preferred, but will consider individual possessing strong desire to grow
professionally, work hard, and achieve an
above average income.

MOBI
$80/m
Cole
300

UPST
Loca
$1755
vary
clude
753-12

Fax resume to:

901-885-9745
or send resume to:
P.O. Box 1298
Union City, TN 38281

NEW
Arca
753-07
RETAI
S Sid
753-

FIREPLACE insert. Ashley
model AHI1-B, used only 3
winters, 436 5684

CALL Linda 759-9553 Will
clean home or office

WE have a great early
childhood program with degreed teachers, spacious
classroom wonderful outdoor area plus nature trails
Come to the WO W Camp
for a tour and a free introductory half day for your
3,4 or 5 year old Chestnut
Preschool 753-6578,
489-2741

12x65
satiety
needs
753-60

1975 FORD 2000, 3 cyl
gas, 8sp , live power, low
hours, exc condition,
$5,800 437 4034 after
5Pnl

Sales and Service Representatives

DINING room table w/
smoked glass top $95 00
Full size refrigerator
$75 00, and mid -size
microwave $55 00 All in
great shape 753-9885

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

Domestic
& Childcare
America's Second Car

AcIvirdisers aro requested 10
check the est kwedlon 01
Wok ode for any error. Mum/
Lodger I antes wW be respawn* for onty amines*.
red Insertion. Any Ism
should be reported Immediately so corteclions can bo
made.

140
Help
Wanted

Wanted

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

94
pound
soilhfs
759- 91

ADJUSTMENTS

Master Card

REAL ESTATE SALES

Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mochine
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
.. Miscellaneous
T V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

TRANSPORTATION

GUARANTEED ISSUE

HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed $45,000 income
potential
Call
1 800-513 4343 Ext B8155

2% Discount until Nov. 30, 1995.
Face Value until Dec. 31, 1995.
2% Penalty Added Jan, 1, 1996.

MERCHANDISE
120

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

Help Wanted

ORO

Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
Saturday

527-7922

080
230
250
290
530

060
Cord
et Thanks

Electronic Repair

Help Wantea
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

280
Mobile Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots to Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
320
333
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease
360

n3n

Most Major Brands

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

020

(

TcAs ME CALL 753-1916

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

190
370
390
400
550

200

TANNING beds commercial units Must sell
753-1300

320

1,2,38
very ni
pets
days,7

,Wurruy-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
nmerdrng quality healthcare in Western
kenruckv. and Verhu vs: Tennessee announces
the following job openings

1BR
requir
753-49

RECEIVING CLERK - Part time position.
.Must be a high school graduate. Benefits
include paid time off.

1131O&
MSU,
man
753-98

FOOD SERVICE AIDE - Full & Part time
positions. Flexible hours.
For details contact:
(302)762-1106
1511m.rIpooly

80:1

1BR
$200/
pets 1
ground

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

1 OR
town
an

Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

2BR •
you s
feature
include
Depo
753-87
5R
space,
St.
Black
ating
753-08

WestView
NURSING

HOME

BLOC
neigh
Duple
washer
Call 52

NURSING ASSISTANT

1;5
Appliances
GE Upright freezer
753-3917
160
Horns
Furnishings
COUCH & chair, rust color,
exc Gond Walnut coffee
table & 2 end tables,
$200/all 759-2527
LIGHT Oak w/hunter
green, kitchen table & 6
chairs, 1yr old Hon metal
office desk yr/black chair
Call 753-3868

West View nursing home is a supehor rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality resident
care.

KENTU
land
apart
duded,
come;
cap &
Housi
502-

Nurse aid certification preferred but not required.
Certified nurse aid training program available.
West View offers competitive salary and excellent
benefits, including health and life insurance and paid
vacation and holidays and paid sick days
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11 and
11-7 shifts
Please apply In person or contact
Gwen Pruitt, Staff Development
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

A

Fisher-Price
1

In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now

being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer-M/F/D/V

•••

*ions
Equipment

94 GOLDEN Eagle compound bow, like new, iv/
sights & overdraw, $175
759-0192
GUNS buy. eel or trade
436-5650
SMITH & Wesson Model
651, 22 magnum NIB,$300
759-9125
210

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
AREWOOD,also tree service 436-2562
26n
T.Y.
Radio

tat

'weal.
FURNISHED Apt, 1 or 2br,
no pets, water & sewage
furnished 753-6609
IAUR-CAL Apanments now
exepeng applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NOW taking applications
ice Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southaide Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between Bam- 12noon. No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

19 SANYO color TV w/ ROOMY 2br, 1 bath, Duremote, kke new, $150 plex. Appliances furnished,
759-9192
*id hook-up, 1yr lease, 1
mo deposit, no pets.
270
$475/mo 753-2905,
Mobile
753-7536.

Homes Far We
12x65 38R, 1 bath, completely set up on rented lot,
needs work, $2500 Cali
753-6012
1995 16x80 BELMONT,
213r, 2 bath, dishwasher, al
electric, low price OBO.
Call to see after 6pm, M-F,
anytime on weekends.
753-8771
280

Mobil.
Hoses For Rent

1.10

38R.,
baths, great Murray neighborhood! Large
den central gas his. Available immediately,
$576/mo, plus deposit.
753-5734.
3 BR., 1 bath, central gas
h/a. 1 501 Belmont,
5525/1ease & deposit
753-8789.
FULLY furnished homes on
Ky Lake, utilities incl., $150
b$225 per wk., prepaid by

MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

3fi0

Foe Rent
OIL....

300

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
Business
warehouses on Center
Rentals
Drive behind Shoney's.
UPSTAIRS office space. $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Located Downtown. $95,
RENTAL space now avail$1758 $575. Size of rooms
able East Side Boat & Mini
vary. Some whvindows. InStorage 759-9835
cludes all utilities
753-1266.
370
NEW 3600 sq. ft. bldg on
Livestock
Arcadia, $550/mo.
Steopties
753-0724.
9YR. AOHA gelding, 16.1,
RETAIL or Office Space in big boy, w/good disposition
S. Side Shopping Center. & great looks. Excellent trail
753-4509 or 753-6612.
mount. 753-8625.
120
Apartments
For Rent
1,2,3B0 acts Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No 2 ARHA registered Beapets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 gles, 1 male, 1 female, 1yr
old, $500/both, 437-4829
753_0606 after spir

(la

1BR Apt, downtown, learoe 2 FEMALE Beagle pups,
-old -5500/both
required, no pets, °epos& 437-4829.
753-4937, 8-5pm, M-F.
I BR & efficiency, nice. new ,DOG obedience classes Or
Murray 14
14/SU, available now, Coke private. Serving
man Real Estate. years. 436-2858
753-9898.
ENGLISH Bull dog pups for
1BR Furnished apt, sale, AKC registered litter.
$200/mo plus deposit, no 502-492-8140 or 901
pets. 121 N. next to fair- 642-7286. All Major credit
cards accepted.
grounds. 753-3139.
FERRET w/cage, $75 Call
435-4414

RENTED
2BR.,Duplex. Don't rent MI
you see this on& Too many
features to list. $425/mo.,
includes washer & dryer.
Deposit, no pets.
753-8734.

Large
Carport Sale
Thurs. Fri. & Sat.
7 am - ?
641 N to 80W, 2
miles to Penny Rd.

5 ROOM Apt or office
space, located at 703 S. 4th
St., Murray. See Carlos
Black Jr. at Black's Decorating Center or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.

71 Bassmaster boat with 65
Marc. motor, entertainment
center, cabinet, costumes,
holiday items, Nintendo &
games, nice winter & tall
clothes, and lots more.

BLOCK from water, good
neighborhood, nice 2br.,
Duplex, $250. Water,
washer & dryer included.
Call 527-9639, HUD ok.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 65 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.

Yard Sale

Oct 19, 20, 21
8:30 AM - 5 RA
Hwy 80 East from
Hardin, left on 962
(0iive Rd) approx, 2
miles, right on Norwood Rd 1st house on
right.
Lots of tools and
many other items.
Rain or Shine

Fit, Oct 20 &
Sat., Oct. 21
1:03 ant to 1:01 pm
1552 Mocidngbird
Me Heights Sub.
(nest to Centerbury)
baby items, small
saddle, clothes toe
children & adults,
high chair.
Another Groom
Gale' Sale!

Moving Sale
Indoor:
Rain or Shine
Frt. I St Oct 29 & 21
7:X La. to 2 p.a.
Hwy. 464,1 mile west
of Kirksey, right on
Cavitt Rd. 3/4 mile on
nght.
Furniture, household
items, horse, equipment.

Houses
Foe Real

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
eiectnc or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209 the month, Paradise Resort 502-436-2767.
285
SMALL 2br, house, 500
Mobile
Sith,$260/mo Plus depoHome Lots For Real
sit. 753-5261

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Garage Sale

Priced fo sell!

Miss Your
Paper?

Call 7511916
•

641
STORAGE
Space Available
-4x5 -4x10 -5x10
-10x20 -10x25

Call 753-5585
HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy.

641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment
1 ,

502-759-1333

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

4-Party
Yard Sale
Sat, Oct. 21st
800 - ?
Go S. on 641 to
Stateline Rd. go
Rt 1 mile on left
furniture linens, p, . books,
lots of bety clothes 8
items, msc. household
items, all saes of lades
dotes.

4 Party
Garoge Sale
1126 Chifilflil Dr.

Fti I ink to 5
Set I art to 11 a.m.
Microwave oven, kerosene
heater, storm door, martin
birdhouse, nintendo, portable
phones,trunk lungsue bedspread, sheets, curtains, hand
craned Chnstmas isms,
mina, laden clothing Mita
new, mac

Low Prices

Indoor/Outdoor
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 20th & 21st
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
1622 Miler
Los of children's clothes,
computer printer, chairs,
rooftop car carrier, ladies
12 speed bike, wardrobe,
air conditioners, fans,
heaters.
Donl corm eartyl

Yard Sale/
Moving Sale
Fri., Oct. 20
8 an.-4 p.m.
Sat, Oct 21
8 a.m.-12 Noon
413 S. 9th St.
Murray, Ky.

No Need To Say
More!
Saturday
7 Lm-2 p.m.
1707 Johnson Blvd.
(off Doran Rd.
behind MHS)
Rain or Shine
Cold or Hot

Yard Sale
Fri., Oct. 20 &
Sat., Oct. 21
8:00 to 5:00
641 N. to Stewart
Cemetery Rd., house
across from McKnight
sawmill.
Gut, wornens, young
mins, mane clothes (all
Sass), super
single

waterbed, pool 3' X 17
(needs liner), mac.

Yard Sale
Sat., Oct. 21

Yard Sale

8 AM to 1 PM
3rd haw on 1821
West all of 641 &
Wisthaftll Grocery.
Stoneware incl. Huger,
cookware, glassware,

1611 Dodson
Sat 7 a.m.
Rain or Shine

old

postage

stamps,

couch, old bottles, eliding glass show doors
& much more

Mine &ladies clothes from
sportswear to evening wear Polo, Nausca, Perry
Elie, Rufl Hewn, Misty
Lane, Expressions, Kenai,
Ann Klien. Household
items, exercise, sports
equip., cellular phone.
glider, V C R

Yard Sale
5 Family

Sat, Oct 21
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
702 Payne St
Bassinet w/pad, baby
carrier/seat, monitor,
Fisher-Price booster
seat, Little Tykes
kitchen, high chair,
E3entwood
Rocker,
Misc.
household
items

500 N. 6th St
7:00 a.m.
Sat., Oct 21
Baby items, glass,
clothes, furniture, etc.
Something for everyone.

Carport Sale

Yard Sale

903 Meadow Lane
Sat. 7 AM to
12 AM

Sat., Oct. 21
8:00 to 2:00
400 S. 9th

Unique items, brass,
dishes,
baskets,
glass, Tupperware,
exercise bike, 12 V.
trolling motor, crafts,
lamp, patterns, ceramics and much more

Garage Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale

Doran Rd. to Melrose to Fleetwood
1 300 Fleetwood
Sat., Oct 21
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
families,
Several
furniture,
clothes,
knick knacks.
Rain date 10/28

Sat, Oct 21
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
1711 Johnson
Blvd. Murray
baby clothes, mist.
items,
fall
and
Christmas crafts.

Garage
Sale

Garage

1616 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
Sat., Oct. 21
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hoover vacuum, elec.
guitar, a/c unit, exercise bike, oolf clubs,
boom box, sheets,
Porsche sunglasses,
household items, Ford
Fiesta parts, lots of
misc
753-0950

5 Family
Garage Sale

vanity,

glassware, decorating
kerns, bedding, books,
ladies clothing (size 1112) Lots more.
Rain or Shine

11 mi. beige,white brick
house on loft lust Wore
Brown's Grocery.
Sat., Oct 21
7 am.-?
Sun., Oct. 22
7 am.-?
A 10( of everything.

Cancel if rain.

Garage
Sale
1633 W. Olive St.
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Rain or Shine
Storm door, various
building
materials,
clothes, shoes, miscellaneous items.

5 Party
Yard Sale
Brass
collection,
knick knacks, dolls,
toys, ball cards, IC
computer, clones,
lots of misc.

Garage Sale
2 Families

Moving Sale

(Moving Sale)
1200 Doran Road
Sat, Oct 21
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Antique china cabinet, antique tables, sofa-bed (excellent condition), Bentwood
rockers maple table, lamp',
antique dishes. Christmat
terns, table cloths, toys,
60186,12'8 W T V , many
other items

Party

Yard Sale
16th St Ext
Northwind Trailer
Ct.
Lot 11
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lots of misc. items.
Dishes, clothing, etc.

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for 6175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rate Effective April 1. 1995

2205 Quail Creek Drive
(Gatesborough Sub.)
Sat, Oct. 21
700 am to 7
Sears trash compactor, car trailer, wood
lathe, tools, exercise
bike, clothes, household items, misc.
items

3 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
7 to ?
606 S. 9th St.
CB radio, recliner,
bicycles- 10 speed,3
speed child's bike, Jr.
jeans, tops, plants,
decor.,
Christmas
Corningware, mans
coat worn once.

Gigantic
Yard Sale
Potts Rd. of Hwy.
121 N. 1 mile on
right
Saturday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Something for everyone collectables, Barbies, good clothing.

Call 753-1916 tar details.
•

Huge
Yard

Sale

Thurs., Oct. 19
Fri., Oct. 20
Sat, Oct 21
9 to 5
121 S. to Mt.
Carmel Church,
follow signs.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

4IPPIIIMIV Asa

Beautiful 3 BR, 2 bath brick home in excellent
location. 3 miles north of Murray. Has central air,
gas cooking and heating, built-in appliances,
16x32 in ground pool, satellite, heated 24x30
garage, 40x30 metal storage building. 1800 sq. ft.
living space above ground and full size finished
basement w/fireplace. A dream for a family with
children. $149,000.00
CoU 753-5490 after 5:30.

Fall
Clearance
Sale
Don't Miss
This One
Sat. ONLY
8 am to 4 pm
2 miles on 94 E,
turn onto 280 you
will see it.
boats, motors, trolling
motors, seats, trailers,
tires, wheels, fishing
tackle, old wooden
baits, alum. tackle
box, Ben Franklin
fireplace stove with
thermostat blower &
all manner of other
"stuff," even some
antiques, 250 golf
balls, set of golf clubs
(5 woods), excercise,
machine,
mulcher
push mower, old
snow sled, lots of
tools, old rod & reels,
old scales, marbles,
sterling silver spoons,
old black doll & much
morel

Garage Sale
Saturday
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Box 730
KnIghtsway Drive
In Camelot Subd.
_Name brand clothes
(men's, women's, infant & boys), gas grill,
console t.v., much
more.

315 Irvan
Saturday

Yard Sale

Business on
a Budget?

Battles, Barbie collectables, golf clubs,
entertainment center,
clothes, misc. items

Huge
Yard Sale

It's all gotta go!

Sports cards of all
kinds 1/2 price,
outdoor items, furniture & lots more.

- 1E16

Yard Sale
21 So. to LynEstates,
nwood
right into subdivision, first left, 2nd
house on right.
Sat., Oct. 21
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Sat, Oct 21
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1503 Chaucer Dr.
Table lamps, bedspreads, pctures, small
appliances, extra nice
clothes - all sizes, ultra
suedes, coats & more
Stanley products discounted Something
for everyone

902 Southwood Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
Sat, Oct 21
7:00 to 2:00
lots of baby clothes,
new car seat, 10
speed bike, books,
men & womens
clothes, lots of misc.

3

Sale
Hwy. 94 West at Lynn
Grove. Watch for sign.
Sat, Oct 21
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Desk, wicker

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale
1907 Coldwater
Rd.
Sat., Oct. 21
8 a.m..?

Yard Sale
1300 Peggy Ann Dr.
off 641 across from
Taylor Chev.
10/20-10121
Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. tll Noon
Clothing, household
items, furniture.

3 Family
Yard Sale
1013 Payne St.
Sat., Oct. 21
.
7
Furniture, baby items,
softball
clothes,
equipment. Something for everyone.

Yard Sale
2115 Coldwater Rd.
2nd driveway on left
past Dutch Essenhaus
Saturday Only
6:30 a.m.-Noon
Nice clothes, roller
blades, heater, collectibles, lots of misc.
Don't Miss It!
s3n
Real
Estate
2 & 4 UNIT Investment
properties Some owner financing possible to qualified buyer. SOCIOUS inquiries only, please 753-9208.
4 ACRES mostly wooded
with nice 14x65 mobile
home, septic system. deep
well, many Dogwoods
950ft road front, 4 5
mi.,southwest of Murray,
excellent building site/sites
492-8738.

BEAUTIFUL building loft,
Cotes Campground Rd,
25,000 sq ft. city water &
gas You pick at $6.500/ea
Ms-Cal Realty, 753-4444

GA TESBOFIOUGH home,
3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
gunroom/warm Oe floor,
16'x24' recreation morn,
formal eying-dining. hardwood floors, intercom sysern, 2 can enclosed garage, Weed back yard
753-8003

NORTHLAND Place,
apprx. 5 miles North of IRRESISTIBLE, Fenced
Murray, 7- 1 we lots Has brick Canterbury 16 story,
natural gas & restrictions 4br, 24 bath,
Southwesm,
energy efficient
with
759-9192.
central heat pump and
SOUTHWEST area VA
woodburning insert with
acre building lots, each with blower in
fireplace.
200ft road frontsge, re- Screened sunroorn, formal
stricted, $12,500
dining room and tied Myer,
435-4548 after 5prn
enhances this beauty
MLS4000362. Call Bar4150
bara, 753-0443 or Century
Farms
21, Loretta Jobs Realtors.
For Sale
502-753-1492.
LAND for sale, 5 to 300
acres 753 1300 Owner LEASE only 14 story,
nes* redecorated, central
financing
tea, new appliances No
TOBACCO barn for sale, pets, references, in counwith land 753-1300
try 753-4937, 8-59m M-F
ASO

Noose
For Sele
1409 DUDLEY Dr. 2000
sq ft. living space, 3br. 2
bath, gas heat, fireplace,
large detached garage
753-7170
3 BEDROOM, brick home
with large garage, 44
miles from Murray on 121 N
in Stella Information
sheets are available in the
self service box at the end
of the driveway or call
759 9733
3BR., 1 bath brick on 5
acres, East of Murray in
Palestine Church Community, $49,500 Call after
5.00, 753-4038,
3BR., 2 Bath, on 2 acres
with barn & storage building
located in county, 80's. Call
492-8490 after 6pm or

leave message.

LOVELY 3br, brick home
in quiet park like setting_
1
Baths, large living
room, country kitchen/
dining, large family room
22x30 Garage. 600 sq ft
shop w/finished office Lynnwood Estates. $97,500
753-0335
NEW 3br, upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside city limas 753-3672
NEW horns ready now 3br
2 bath, master bath has
whirlpool Sift ceilings, hardwood floors, custom cabinets, fireplace, lots of
closets, 3000 sq ft. in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 753-4873.
REDUCED $54,500. recently redecorated 3bt.,
bath on 1 we, 2 emeltshops, C- his. hardwood
floors, immediate possession 759-4561 night,
759-1874 day.

Sena) Estate, 3br brick
3BR duplex for sale. TO
house at 1302 So 16th St
753-7947.
Cal 753-3903 or 759-4162
3BR duplex for sale
753-5114.
170
4 to 5 BR, Brick house, 2
Motorcycles
garages & 1 7 acres, in
town Loaited at 317 fir 7th GO Kart, 2 seater, 5'6 hp,
St Call Keith Black at lights front & back *4/cage,
753-0839, 7am-5pm
$600 492-8254
BRICK home, 3br, 2 baths,
815 So 9th St, newly redecorated. $74,000, adjacent
lot on Glendale $12,000.
436-5715
COUNTRY setting, 1 acre,
possible 3br , 2 car garage,
vinyl siding, must see'
Grey's Properties,
759-2001

1972 CHEVROLET,
753-0196 1000 °aye
1977 MERCURY Monarch,
2dr , 302 engine, call after
5pm. 436-5345

1981 OLDS Cutlass LS
EXTREMELY nee brick, good engine, good
just outside of town, 1%, trans,good transportation
baths, double carport, sun 502-753 5561
porch & nice work shop
Price reduced ColemanRE 753-9898
1985 OLDS Cutlass SuFOR Investors,2812 sq ft preme, 2 dr,, Mute, V6
new duplex, Fallbrook Sub motor, extra clean car,
, 1 owner
good
Rental income $1100/mo, 43
Prick $130,000 492 8516
or 762-7221
1987 CHEV. Celebrity, very
FOR SALE 2128 South- clean, 93xxx mi new
west Dr. in Southwest a/c,timing gears, rak &
Villa, $119,500 3 BR, 2 pion, $1,950. 753-9830 afbaths, 9' ceilings, whirlpool ter 5prn.
tub, central gas heat, over1987 CUTLASS Supreme
head tans, and many more
Brougham very sharp &
extras Call 753-2473.
dean Cal 492 8566 after
GATESBOROUGH Home 4Pfr
4000+ft. 2 story, 4BR first
1987 MERCURY Sable
floor, 4 baths, large game
wagon. Fully
room with bar, study gas station
loaded. $3500 753-2028
heat & water Walnut cabinets, Conan vanities, 1988 BLACK Honda Prelarge decks with gazebo, lude SI, loaded, $4,200
yard sprinkler system, 753-6435
fenced back yd. lots of new
items & extras, great for 1088 BU( Chevy Berretta.
kids. 753-5940 or For more info. call
753-7940
436-5946
•

•

'11?.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CANNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4(ai SUNBURY

MURRAY iBen,nd Bur,,
753 5,340

Broad)

CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Re
ally 753-5086
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business

We have

to better meet your needs. In addition 10

custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.
Bruce

FREE Estimates: 7534343
Lake
Property
15 ACRES, near Ky lake,
wooded, excellent for re
tirement, $17,500 Easy
terms, 759-1922
SPACIOUS newly remodseed home on two wooded

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

1 ACRE lots, north ol Mut
ray Cal Grey's Properties
756-2001

saes, 106 ft frontage on
main lake. $118,000

753-5703.
WANT to buy Lakefront
Property with or without
hous•.
Call
1-800-484-8079, pine
1630, after 6pm

West KY Glass & Mirror
Auto. • Commercial • Residential
* Custom Mirrors, * Tabletops,
* Storm Windows, * Patio Doors
* insulated Glass,

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
FREE ESTIMATES
717 4th St. Murray
753-4527

;
,

4
•

,
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Services
Offered

1980 FORD Taurus Wagon. 120,w mi $2,500
obo 489-2212

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN *epic tank
installation, repair replace
merit 759-1515

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wultts Recovery Murray
436-5560

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways. hauling, foundations
stc 759-4664

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems. 3548161 after itiarri,
Horace Shots/

1993 MERCURY Topaz.
bided. brand new lires, 1
owner,filauct mi , emetient
condition. $8,400
436-2237.
1994 JEEP Cirand Cherokee Laredo. Hunter Green.
airbag. ABS, prvii, pA,
cruise am/1m cassett tow
package. remote control
keyless entry, 2wd Garage
kept Call 753-3304
1995 WHITE Grand Prix
SE Coupe, 19xxx mi
759-4634, 759-4882
'84 131.1ICK LoSabr• gray.
117x xx mi . good condition
For more info, 753-1118

BACKHOE Service. complete loundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Construction Phone 492 8516
pager 762 7221
BUILDER new homes, gar
ages, additions Tnpp WI.
hams 753-0563
BUSHHOGGING Gardens
plowed, disked. driveways
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning. $2500 per room
Free deodorizing
436-2654

DAVID'S cleaning services We clew vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FORGY Handy yard signs
available Cal 753-3193 at
ter 6pm
FOUR Star Mobile Homo,
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining. lifetime
warranty, tan, beige white,
grey 492-8488
GUTTERS cleaned and re
paired No job to small
753-5762

CARPORTS for airs and
85 CUTLASS, 1 owner, trucks Special sizes for
37xxx mi $3200 Call motor home. boats, RVs HANDYMAN Co. roofing,
and etc. Excellent protec- siding, remodeling and
492-8824
tion. high quality, excellent home repair. 474-8621
'90 FORD Escort, 4 di value Roy HO 759-4664
KITCHEN CABINET REhatchback. write, 72x xx mi.,
CHILI Chlm Chimney FACING. Make your old
$3,500 762 4774
Sweeps has 10% senior new again with Formica AU
'93 GRAND Am SE, 39xxx citizen discounts We sal colors, free estimates.
mi., loaded, $9,900 Call chimney caps and screens Wuitf's Recovery. Murray.
753-9849 after 5
435-4191.
KY 436-5560.
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New installation- RepairReplacement 436-2667.

dCIS

Vans
1992 ASTRO Van, US
Conversion, extended, new
tires, 48xxx mi., loaded,
sharp Cal 753-5615. k

1968 FORD pick-up. while.
6 cycl., $800 obo. Ph.
753-6986.
1980 FULL size Chev.
truck, good condition, new
ores, asking $950. 6 cyl
automatic 247-5810

1985 SILVERADO, 305.
White swb loaded Boyd
wheels, tint, $4000 obo
753 6554
1985 TOYOTA SR5 X-tra
cab, lownder, new motor,
auto p/s. p/b, 14 x 7 McLean
wire wheels. performance
suspension, $4,000 obo
753 6315
1990 FORD XLT Lanai,
extra dean, one owner, 4
wheel Dr . new tires,
$10,000 753-9887
1993 TOYOTA p/u , white
wishe44. wc. Sap excellent
condition, 49xxx mi $7,900
obo 753 8356 leave
message
15 FORD ,Ranger, runs
good $800 436-2458

510

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
smz

474-8267
ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION
Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • A11 Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
Patios • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Expenence - Free Estimates

753-5814

Murray, Kentucky

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To bele yea plas your New Kilcimis or Bathroom

Campers

Call 753-6869

29 FT AirsUoam, new in
sgie, rear bath 753 0114

for tree quote or consulting.

16FT PolarKratt, 51in ,
bottom. 72in , beam, 40hp
Evinrude. Motorguide
motor. Eagle hsh finder,
$ 1 , 8 50 7 5 3 6 2 26 ,
753 4168
530
Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
ing hedge trimming, land
seeping, mulehhauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & in
sured. Full line of equip
ment Free esbmates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A I Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
trig serving Murray Cello
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A and A Lamb's lawn mowing light hauling, mulching,
leaf raking, tree trimming.
Mark 436-2528
ABLE Tree Removal trimming, mulching. and hauling Free estimates
492-8254_
AFFORDABLE Quality
Service you'l be proud of
Building, remodeling, roof
wig, vinyl siding, porches
and decks Spec:sating in
custom woodwork Free
estimates Call 759-4441
ALL wound hauling. junk
dean up. mulching, raking,
tree work Reasonable
rates, Joe 436-2867.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & Custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapr
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
p•ri•nc•
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

lI

(Nazi to Rudy')

OPEN 110N.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture
753-0961
leweitmertritertietwitermisellig

Custom
CABINETS
9 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Spectricationst
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
00Mce Furniture& Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St Lout to Lamellar Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION Or SOUTHERN WALL. SYSTEMS. LNC,

Welty Service
Free Ester:tee
24 Hour Service

Tree Trimming

B othe

Tree Removal
Stump Fismoyai
Cloanup Series

Landscaping
Ho* Trinvning
Trw Spraying

Light Hauilng, Etc.

Tree Service

Full Line ol
Equiprimi

Owned & Oporated By 77U LAMB
Liconsod & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

• MIRR
ORS
•
Any
Size
'Quality Thai WW Please'

Thornton
Tile & Marble
612 South 9th St. • Murray • 753-5719

LAMB'S Tree trimming,
stump removal & light hauling 436-2269
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpet & Furniture
cleaning Free Geometers
753-5827
LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING Houses, mobile homes, beck & vinyl
buildings, R V It, sidewalks Free Estimates
502 753-6490
LICENSED fix electric and
gas 753-7203
LONG Life, repair leaks.
rod sink lines, main lines
Same day service
436-2654.

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
meraal, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433

e• •

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with AA
line of equipment Free as
timates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience. tree estimates 753-2592

Classified

ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
753 3567

570

DEAB
Wanted
WANTED Dancers, Foxy
Lady, Hwy 79 S. Paris,
Tenn 9016.44-0107 Days,
901 644-0301 Evenings
You have seen the rest,
now come see the bestl

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

WE do additions, roofing,
siding, remodeling. For tree
estimates talk to David at
436-5043

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

753-1910

Bull Bust'95 set for
Oct. 21 at Expo Center
If action packed, bone crushing,
bullriding tops your list of excitement,plan to be in Murray,Ky-:this
weekend for two great shows at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Bull Bust'95,a thrilling spectacular
from Gem Productions,is coming to
the Expo Center Oct. 21. Showtime
is 8 p.m.
"Bull Bust is an exciting and
professional show," says Perry
Gray, Gem's producer from Salem,
Ark. "During these two nights,
bullriding fans will enjoy gut
wrenching action with bull riders
from around the country as well as a
few local favorites." Coming back
to defend his title is Kevin Worsham, Bull Bust'94 champion who
is currently leading the International Pro Rodeo Association bullriding standings. Bull Bust '95 also
brings an outstanding Texas crew
featuring colorful bull righters, announcer and barrelman to serve as
ring leaders in the show.
"These bull fighters are some of
the best in the business," says Gray.
"J.J. Wilson isa regular atBullBust
in Murray. Both he and Phillip
"Smackey" Jones have made the
Super Bull Tour and fight bulls

DEAR
two , pack
kicked the
help of
Although
ling cigari
now avoiC
smoking,
one bad h
10 to 20 pi,
am concet
()us effect
my (email

NEED boxes? Just moved
and have boxes to give
away First cal 753 7463

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camoorders, microwaves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates 753-0530

By Peter

LAB/ Bird dog mix, puppies
753-6435

competitively all over the south-

west."
Fans who attended Bull Bust'94
in Murray last fall' will remember
Damon Rogers, the "Rubberband
Man" who will be making a repeat
performance at the Expo Center. A
relative of Will Rogers, he has
entertained fans from Madison
Square Garden in New York City to
California with his dog and trampoline acts, and provides barrelman/
funnyman humor at its finest.
Holiday Inn "The Official Bull
Bust '95 Headquarters," Cain's
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge,
and
Pepsi/Kroger, along with host
WKYQ 93.3. FM proudly sponsor
this event in Murray for the second
year. The Expo performance is also
sponsored in part by the Murray
Tourism Commission.

Students, Faculty, and Parents of Murray Christian Academy gather to
celebrate Prayer Around the Pole. This Is an annual event where students
across America gather and pray around their school's flag pole.

WKAIS to air program
on brain development
Dr. Carla Shatz, president of the
Society for Neuroscience, explores
the normal development of the
human brain during the rust 10
years on the public radio program
"The Developing'Brain: The First
Ten Years." 91.3 FM WKMS-FM
will broadcast the program Sunday.
Oct. 22 at 5 p.m. Shatz will look at
how the normal brain develops and
what can go right and wrong along
the way.
When a child is born,its brain is a
quarter of its adult size. By the age
of two the cortex is working at adult
levels and by four a child's brain is
more than twice as active as an
adult's. It continues building, remodeling and maintaining trillions
of brain cell connections until the
age of ten. The evidence is overwhelming that the more the brain is

TODAY'S CHILDREN are known for their sparkling wit and
unquenchable zest for life. Count on them to be high achievers both in
school and in the board room. Their legendary powers of persuasion will he
a tremendous boon in public relations or politics.' Encourage them to develop their artistic talents as well. They are much more creative than they realize! Friends know these Libras will never betray a confidence. Their word
is their bond.

I'M MRS
KM TO d

around could be
Schedule Today..•Waiting
A costly mistake.

Auto Body Concepts
Paintless Dent Removal

Free Estimates • Insurance Approved • Local Referrals

75345050
12th & Glendale • Murray

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin

liohs\

-Open Saturdays Until Noon-

Center office at (502) 762-3125.

date of birth, call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN best. Limit credit card use while you
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: build up savings. Pamper yourself
Build a brilliant future piece by tonight by doing something fun.
piece. A support group could be
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
important to your professional and Someone may try your patience.
personal success. Reaffirm a valu- Control your -temper. Your charm
able relationship over the winter and forbearance will win you an
holidays. New partnerships are instant ally. Avoid talking shop at
favored as 1996 gets underway. social functions: seek valuable introMarch brings an unusual job offer. ductions instead. Record your deepPublic recognition comes through est thoughts in a journal.
charitable endeavors or community
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
service. Do not get left behind! visitor from out of town could
Learn more about computers and brighten your weekend. The odds
other advanced technology.
may seem to be stacked against you
CELEBRITIES BORN ON in romance. A confident attitude is
THIS DAY: jazz trumpeter Dizzy great if it is genuine. Be willing to
Gillespie. singer Georgia Brown, take a calculated risk.
novelist Patti Davis (Reagan). musiSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
cian Elvin Bishop.
Feeling guilty about something'?
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Talk it out. This is not a good time
Collaborative ventures enjoy favor- to make rash promises. Attend a culable influences. Find out what mate tural event only with companions
has in mind. A change of scenery who are really interested.
will help you put recent events in
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
proper perspective. Refuse to dwell 21): Make certain you do not end up
on a disappointment.
with the short end of the stick where
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): a business deal is concerned. Take
Tempers may be short. Avoid argu- the high road. Be honest in word
ing with a friend about money or a and deed. A long-distance call is
special privilege. Protect your valu- revealing.
ables against theft or misappropriaCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tion. Attending a group gathering 19): Affluence is within your grasp.
tonight'should be enjoyable.
Keep your long-range goals in mind.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Focus on domestic affairs later
You could stumble on to an unusual today. Nurture a parent-child relasolution to a problem. Your quick tionship with affection and fairness.
thinking wins you preferential treatAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ment. Move in circles that offer you Being too direct could land you in
spiritual or moral support.
hot water. Take a roundabout way
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): of getting something done. A weekExtend yourself to make new end job could relieve a temporary
friends. A loan will be approved if cash shortage. Share secrets with
you really need it. Doing a repair those closest to your heart.
jolt yourself will save money. Dine
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
out in a new but not-yet-trendy Cast aside any business worries and
restaurant.
concentrate on family life. This is an
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Watch excellent weekend to entertain
what you say and do. Otherwise, a someone special. A friend's matchjealous acquaintance could create an making efforts could produce mixed
unpleasant scene. Sealed lips are results.
'

worked when it is young, the better
it functions.
"The Developing Brain" will examine promising new treatment
techniques for the 15 million
Americans struggling with developmental brain disorders like epilepsy,
cerebral palsy,language difficulties
and schizophrenia.
The program will also visit a
summer camp for children where
researchers are closing in on the
cause of language-based learning
disabilities.
WKMS 91.3 is the listenerfunded public radio service of Murray State University broadcasting
national and regional news and
information, classical music, jazz,
blues, folk and bluegrass and a
variety ofother music and entertainment to the four rivers region.
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NO LONGER OVER BOOKED!

The Expo Center is located on
College Farm Road,one mile west
of the Murray State University
campus. Advance tickets are on sale
now at $10 for adults, and $5 for
children.ages seven to 12.Six and
under will be admitted free. For
additional information call the Expo

SATURDAY,OCTOBER 21, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own

'11•0•1•11•W•0•1•11•S
Specializing In Custon Kitchen Cabinets A Vanities
Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
vb. Us Yaw Mosiararrits Wql Duild TO SkAlt YOII Wide
$U US AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON THE SQUARE

LAMB Brothers Tree Service,slump removal. swaying Lammed & insured,
Fr••
estimates
5 0 2 - 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
1-800-5485262

Holland Tire Co.

HOROSCOPES

IIIMIMINIMMMIPMMtatat IM114041

MOW

i

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269.

: William Duncan
Building Contractor

1984 FORD Ranger, askmg $1,800 436-2306

.
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Used
Cam

1989 OLDSMOBtLE 88
Royale Broughwn,4dr. V6,
dark blue. loaded. Very
good condition, 11111,xxx
rni , $3.030 olco. 750-4676.
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ZreARPET & FLOOR COVERINGZ
Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet' Without proper installabon, your carpet or
other floor covering WI not look as beautful and certainly will not last as Ong.
We

sell all 1st

quality

carpet, vinyl, rile and hardwood.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim Knight
30 Yrs. Experience
Ton, Tsylor Rd
Jay Knight
1115015
M
1111
•
Mitch Knight
•
I
Hwy 641
it Mies South of Murray to Torn Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

Mude1

KY

Newspaper Advertising...
The Key To Your Success.
ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:
Monday Run

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run

10 a.m. Thursday

Shopping Guide Run

5 p.m. Friday

Call Our
Advertising Department at

753-1916
Mary Ann On, Fran Faith,
Lori Andrus or Sarah Dearworth
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

hypertension, constnction of arteries
(thereby worsening various vascular
DEAR DH GOTT My wife was a disorders), rapid pulse. and chemical
two-pack •a day smoker until she imbalances in the body Acute nicotine
kicked the habit 11 years ago, with the withdrawal produces a wide array of
help of Nicorette chewing gum symptoms, including craving, nervousness, sleep disturbances, anxiety,
Although I am proud of her for qua
ting cigarettes and grateful that she is swings in mood,and weight gain
now avoiding the health problems of
Because of the effects of nicotine.
smoking. I fear she may have traded Nicorette's manufacturer advises that
one bad habit for another. She chews the gum not be used by people with
10 to 20 pieces of the gum daily Now I heart disease, angina, hyperthyam concerned that there may be sen roidism. peptic ulcer, hypertension, or
ous effects from the gum itself. Are peripheral vascular disease In addition, the product should not be used
my fears justified?
DEAR READER: Despite reassur for longer than six months
To wean patients off Nicorette. the
ances to the contrary by tobacco corn
pany executives, nicotine is clearly manufacturer recommends the following steps:
addictive
I . Reduce the number of pieces
I am glad to hear that your wife has
stopped smoking, because the health chewed by one a day every week
risks of cigarettes are substantial, and
2. Decrease chewing time with each
include heart disease, cancer, stroke, piece from the customary 30 minutes to
and other serious ailments. These 15 minutes This releases less nicotine.
consequences are believed due to the
3. Replace standard Nicorette gum
non nicotine ingredients in tobacco with the half-strength variety, consmoke -- principally tars, carcinogens taining two milligrams of nicotine,
and carbon monoxide.
instead of the usual four milligrams
Nonetheless, as you suspect. nicotine
4 Substitute sugarless gum lone a
is far from harmless. The drug causes day every week)

I agree that your wife has chewed
too much Nicorette gum for too long
Since the product is available only by
prescription, your wife's physician
should be both notified of her habit
and involved in its solution He can
help her gradually reduce her dependence on the gum
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Help II Mental(Substance
Abuse" Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, self
addressed, stamped envelope to P 0
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10150 Be sure to mention
the title.
• 1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

DAILY COMICS
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plus State Band Contest. Pictured
are MHS Drum Majors Tammy
Parker and Pat Gabbeu accepting
the trophies.
Murray Lions Club's ninth
radio auction will be Oct. 21, 22
and 23 on WNBS-AM and
WAAW-FM.
"Blind Corners" is a special
project of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club for this
year with Maxine Scott, Dortha
Bailey, Jan Hough, Geneva
Brownfield and Beth Broach as
the committee coordinating the
project.

Tea years ago
University of Louisville Football Coach Howard Schnellenberger made a surprise visit at Calloway County High School on Oct.
18, landing his helicopter on the
school's front lawn. He is pictured talking with CCHS Head
Football Coach Jack Haskins and
Assistant Coach Joe Stonecipher.
He visited Murray as part of a
three-city tour of Western Kentucky that day.
Tony Hendon of Calloway
County has been officially declared the national champion in
the 200 cc Hare Scramble series
of 1985 by -the American Motorcycle Association.
&crane Baker and Robert A.
Bradley were married recently at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Marine
will be married 60 years Oct. 31.
Twenty years ago
A new sophisticated piece of
diagnostic equipment, a dual
probe radioisotope scanner, has
been purchased by MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray High School Band took
top honors at the annual Mem-

Thirty years ago
Mary Jo Oakley, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Oakley, is
Murray High School Homecoming Football Queen. Her attendants are Ann Titsworth, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, Kay Pinkley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L.K. Pinkley, and
Mitzi Cook, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C.W. Cook.
George Hodge was elected vice
president of First District of Loyal Order of Moose at the convention held at Owensboro.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CALVIN and HOBBES
s(0J LOOK TOZED I'LL
BET YOU WERE VP LATE
DONG 'OUR LEAF COLLECTION

BuT I'VE GoT THE
BEST COLIECTIoN OF AU_ '
tilf LEAVES ARE FROM
- ANOTHER PLANE

P

SEE HOW BIZARRE 110 ARE?
THE LABELS ARE EVEN
'ilRITTEN IN AN ALtart
LANGUAGE' LOOK AT THEIR
COOL ALPHABET

IT LCOKS LIKE
'IOU TOOK. SO
MAPLE LEAVES
AND CUT THEM
INTO WEIRD
SHAPES
_
-

ALIENS NOW
OWN THE
EARTH AND
I TOLD THEM
GIRLS MAKE
GCOD ZOO
EXHIBITS
Z

pip

•3.•

CATHY
.0K, MOM ...OK, morn..
VOU'RE
RIGHT, MOM
. OK, MOM . . . . . .
.1SYE ta0111.

50111E PEOPLE HAVE To e€T
THE LAST WORD Is I HAVE
TO &ET THE LAST COOKIE IN

Maim

3

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
TOW HIM THE:TmLnli,LIL.
AND,NIATUKALLy,HE.FFEtS
nWFUL II - I MEAN ,HiS GIRLFfIE-N0 GETS SOMEONE
1ö TELL HIM HE'S H
LIKE,TMAT IS 50 LOitinSi.
IT WAS AI
YOUR
IDF_1111

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Oct. 20, the 293rd day of 1995. There are 72 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 20, 1944, during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur
stepped ashore at Leyte in the Philippines, TA years after he'd said,
"I shall return." Said MacArthur: "I have returned."
On this date:
In 1979, the John F. Kennedy Library was dedicated in Boston.
Ten years ago: The body of Leon Klinghoffer, the American tourist
killed during the Achille Lauro hijacking, arrived in New York.
Five years ago: Three members of the rap group 2 Live Crew were
acquitted by a jury in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., of violating obscenity
laws with an adults-only concert in nearby Hollywood the previous
June. The Cincinnati Reds won the World Series, 2-1, sweeping the
Oakland A's in four games.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
1. You, South, are declarer at
Six Notrump and West leads the
eight of clubs. How do you make 12
tricks? (Remember that in double'
dummy problems you are permitted
to look at all four hands.)
NORTH
* K J 1098 4 3 2
--•6 4 2
+A K
WEST
EAST
•—
4. A Q 7 6 5
V 8 76 5 4 32
V KJ
+ 753
•K J9
+876
+543
SOUTH
+—
✓ A Q 109 .
•..el."Q 108
4 Q J 10 9 2
Win the club with dummy's king,
following suit with the nine from
your hand. Lead a diamond and win
East's nine with the ten.
Now play the ten of clubs to the
ace and lead another diamond from
dummy, this time finessing the
queen.Cash the ace ofdiamonds and
then exit from your hand with the
carefully preserved deuce of clubs!
West is forced to win the club with
the seven and return a heart, presenting you with the rest of the
tricks.
2. You, South, are declarer at
Six Notrtunp and West leads the ten

ACROSS
GARFIELD

OZ

TO PUT A STOP
TO IT, NO DOUBT

1 Which
person')
4 Conference
site, 1945
9 Kurosawa
film
12 Lamprey
13 Shadow
14 Before
15 Exile
17 "A Clockwork
19 Horse doctor.
for short
20(—
init—
s )ear
and
21 Bucket
23 "Dave's
World" actor

MALLARD FILLMORE
VJFV(T iF -ti4E MaPIA
ColiN
ti-le

24 Hot wine
drink
27 Inletk
28 "Of — and
Men"
30 Son ofJacob
31 Hypothetical

A5[WM AS We
14,4431.y CAN...

KO-clog ivEloirl.rt?
tAA4 fORft
Witg 'tl4
yAE
tiztAT 1}kAr CoaliVA
774- 6,010( GUyi

32 Fema e star

NO GKANce,

hi

Synecm• Inc Wano nprma ,•••••.*

PEANUTS
`t-t145K YOUR DO6
PE'S NOT
To COME OUT
BACK YET
AND PLAY"C1-1ASE FROM NIS
PIKE
STICK"

34 You and me
35 Second of a
group
37 Beige
38 South of Ala
39 Roman
magistrate
41 Eastwood ID
42 Monty Hall's
specialty
43 -Throw —
From the
Train"
45 Legal matter
46 Crunchy
48 Cows
51 TV's Rather
52 Quality
54 Goddess of
healing
55 — too yong
56 Play areas
57 "Treasure
Island" auth
DOWN
1 Tiny
2 Dress border
3 — de
Havilland

' Eli 4 NIS=

ANymy•

C,9116

of clubs. How do you make 12 tricks?
NORTH
•Q 109
IP A J 1095
+ 62
+AKJ
WEST
EAST
+ 742
+863
V 84 3
V 72
• A 98 5
• J 74
+ 1093
Q854
SOUTH
•A K J 5
✓ K Q6
• K 103
+762
Win the club with the king and
cash five heart tricks and three
spades, endingin your hand to produce this position:
North
+ 62
•A J
West
East
•A 9
•Q J
+93+Q8
South
J
• K 10
7
Lead the jack of spades, forcing
West to part with a club and East to
part with a diamond, as you discard
a diamond from dummy. Play a club
to the ace and return a diamond,
covering East's queen with the king.
West takes the ace, but your ten
wins the last trick.

TELL HIM TO
HUM( BACK}

ii

17

•

Janice Wilkinson, Randall Pattenon and Thomas Scurus will
head the Murray-Calloway County United Fund Drive in the
Hazel area.
Alyce Moffeu and Bill Moffett
were installed as worthy matron
and worthy advisor of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star.
Forty years ago
Beverly Stout, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Stout, was elected
as Murray High School Homecoming Football Queen. Her
attendants are Henrietta Warren,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.O.
Warren, and Lynn Hahs, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Hahs.
Haron West, Galen Thurman
Jr., Ed Griffin and Bill Barker
were elected as new officers of
Young Business Men's Club.
Murray Woman's Club has
donated $1,500 for the drive for
modernization of Murray
Hospital.
The 641 Slaughter House on
Hazel Highway is now open for
business. It is owned by William
James and Rob Erwin.
John Baker attended a General
Motors Training School at Memphis, Tenn. He is employed by
J.T. Hale Motor Sales, Murray.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: About six months
ago, my husband received a telephone call from a recently widowed
woman. It seems they had a brief
affair 30 years ago when he was 20
years old and living in another
state
1 was present when he received
this call. We both thought it was
funny and laughed about it.
Well, last night, he received a
second call from this woman, and
again he carried on a friendly conversation with her.(She started out
by asking if I was home.)
I no longer think that this is
funny. I think my husband should
have stressed that he was a married man, and advised her to get on
with her life.
Abby. I was widowed five years
ago and I went through much pain
and loneliness, hut never did I call a
married man in an effort to resume
an old relationship. Never!
I expect there will be future calls
from this woman, and I am hurt in
husband didn't nip this in the bud
It is probably just an ego trip for
him, but I feel a little less trust in
him now than I did before. If the situation were reversed and I was getting the calls, I doubt if he would
approve. Am I wrong to feel hart?
D1S1LI TSIONE14
DEAR DISILLUSIONED: No.
Obviously, you feel more than
just "hurt.".Yotk feel threutetwAl
— perhaps without cause. Let
your husband know that the
phone calls concern you, and
ask that he discourage this
woman from phoning again. If
he refuses, you have reason to
be upset.

DEAR ABBY: The letter signed
"Loves to Move" caught my eye
because I could have written it. Fier
words are a carbon copy of my feelings.
Since I was 12 years old, I've
found an unnatural delight inchanging residences. At the time.
my father's job required many
moves — sometimes to another
state. I considered each -move a
challenge.
After I married, my moving
slowed down, because my husband
didn't go along with my "gypsy"
Answer to Previous Puzzle
inclinations. Twenty-one years
EVE SMI TS UTA later, I divorced my husband and
DIN HADES FAT moved three times a year for the
SCENIC ATHOME next six years.
Then, I Married a man who was
UPAS SE
PITT DUC APO just like me, and during our 24-year
HMS NIABLELAND marriage, we moved approximately
times.
OP NOM OSS OM 60 Two
years ago. I was left a
NEFARIOUM M R T widow. Abby, I am almost 75 years
ELLS AND AtiMM old, and I'm still moving.
AN SWAM
I wanted to write this letter to
MilLIMEM
IMPACT show "Loves to Move" that there is
AR I
MAUNA MEN someone else like her.
I would have written sooner, but
NEB T 00E N T Eli
I was in the middle of moving. You
10-200 1995 United Feature Syndicate may use my name.
SIGNE CAGLE IN ST. LOUIS
4 Circular tent
11 Formerly
5 Soul (Fr)
called
6 16 oz
DEAR SIGNE CAGLE: I've
16 Set
7 Video-game
18 Anoint
heard from many readers who
movie
20 Auto
have written to say they hate to
8 Ton's dad
executive
move, hut you are one of the few
9 Back out
Lee —
to
say you love to move.
10 S A country
21 Search
When I telephoned you to ask
22 Assisted
permission to use your name,
23 Employ
you assured me that everything
25 Palate part
you wrote is true. Thank you for
26 Fiber
28 Mysetf
an unbelievable — but authen29 Ireland
tic — letter.
32 Rings of light
33 Greek letter
* * *
36 Measuring
duration of
DEAR ABBY: Over the years,
38 "Gunsmoke"
character
you have done many columns on the
40 Bare
conduct of guests. I think my moth42 TV's
er summed it up best when she
Sipowicz.
said, "Guests can do anything and
for one
act any way they please in my
(abbr )
home, but 1 decide who is invited
44 -back."
Breckinndge*
45 Rodents
I've been reading your column
46 B-F linkup
and your sister's forever. You
47 Tattered cloth
should both be on the bench.
48 Spanish hero
BERNARD RUDD,
El —
JUDGE,SUPERIOR COURT
49 "Diamond —"
OF NEW JERSEY
50 Bitter vetch
53 Rooney ID
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Case of virus confirmed in U.S.
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HARLINGEN, Texas (AP) —
Health officials have confirmed
the first case of dengue fever
contracted inside the United
States since 1986 — a 54-yearold Texas woman who became ill
with the painful mosquito-borne
disease Sept. 16.
The woman, who lives in
Hidalgo County and wasn't identified, has since recoverea, the
state Health Department said.
Health officials warned Thursday that the United States is ripe
for the virus because of outbreaks
in Puerto Rico, Central America
and Mexico, near the U.S. border.
"This is a threat you guys are
going to be faced with in the
indefinite future," said Dr.
Vance Vorndam, a virologist for
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in Puerto Rico,
where more than 15,000 people

came down with dengue last
year."11 you have one, it stands
to reason there could be more out
there because it means there are
infected mosquitoes around."
The virus, which lasts up to
seven days, causes muscle and
joint pain, high fever, intense
headaches and diarrhea. There is
no known cure, and the patient
usually recovers when the disease
runs its course.
The main carrier of dengue
(DEHNG-gay or DEHNG-gee) is
the female Aedes mosquito.
Texas health officials are
warning doctors to watch out for
dengue and asking residents to
dispose of old tires, flowerpots
and other receptacles where water
collects and mosquitoes breed.
At least 24 cases of dengue
have been confirmed in the
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United States this year — 12 of
them in Texas — but those were
contracted outside the United
States, Vorndam said.
At least 100 countries have had
dengue epidemics this year; 38
have had outbreaks of a rarer and
more dangerous variety that
causes blood vessels to leak. The
Texas woman had a milder form
that rarely kills, officials said.
More than 140,000 cases have
been reported in Central America
this year, and 900 have been
reported in Reynosa, Mexico, on
the U.S.-Mexico border.
"This has been a very bad
year, particularly in Central
America," Vorndam said.

To Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo
We'd like to INVITE YOU to cafe by
our lot where you'll find the largest
selection of new and used cars and
trucks in the area.

CC=7

CHEVROLET

Our trained sales and accounting
staff will assist you in finding just the
right vehicle to suit your needs.

In 1986, 98 suspected cases of
dengue fever were reported in the
United States, and 17 were
confirmed.

Ge

CHEVROLET SALES

Owensboro man receives 133 years
• ..

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A
Daviess County jury recommended that a 73-year-old
Owensboro man convicted of 10
counts of child sexual abuse
serve 133 years in prison.

James E. "Buck" Sinnett was
found guilty Thursday on five
counts of first-degree sodomy,
three counts of first-degree sexual abuse, one count of firstdegree rape and one count of

second-degree sodomy.
After trial lasting a day and a
half, the jury deliberated only
two hours before finding Sinnett
guilty.
Sinneu was one of four men
originally charged in early 1993
with the repeated abuse of a
young girl. Sinnett was accused
of abusing the girl from the time
she was 7 in 1984 until just prior
to her 14th birthday in 1991.

Preston Barrett
Leasing & Sales-6 Years

Gary Key
Leasing & Sales-4 Years

Karen Rice
Leasing & Sales-1 Year

David York
Leasing & Sales-6 Years

Gene Buhmann
Med. DutYCommercial Trucks,
Leasing & Sales-13 Years

Charles Jenkins
Used Car Manager-9 Years

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Oct. 21
2-4 p.m.
Hostess: Barbara

Canterbury Subdivision
1521 London Drive
Jake Bryan, Sarah Bryan, Jan Frank, and Shane Dickson participated In the
Murray Family YMCA day camp program on Oct. 13th that was held for the
students In Calloway County School District The YMCA worked with the
Calloway County School District and Murray State University to provide a day
of fun activities with the theme of "Scarecrows & Pumpkins." The day camp
was held at North Elementary School and included swimming at the Carr
Health Building, arts and crafts, Bible stories, pumpkin decoration and
movies. the YMCA will offer a day camp for Robertson Elementary School on
Oct 27th and will continue to offer day camps when the school districts are
not In session. Contact the YMCA for further information at 759-9622.

ACCOUNTING

°Mug
(
Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 North 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-1492

The City of Murray's

Doris Williams
Controller-36 Years

Sheila Nance
Assistant-1112 Years

Angie Thurman
Receptionist-6 Months

Betty Parrish
Bookkeeping-7 Years

Martha Moore
Bookkeeping-5 Years

Keisha Lassiter
Bookkeeping-5 Years

new mausoleum is located in the north
end of the City Cemetery west of the
Beale Street entrance.

a

NM "'Will

0>.
: THANK yo
Bryan Moore
Business Mgr.•1 Year

Kathy Todd
Title Clerk-2 Years

Discounted Prices Until Nov. 1, 1995
Bank Financing Available

Mona Crider
Receptionist-2 Teals

For giving us the opportunity to serve you.
We appreciate your business and enjoy the
O
• company of the many fine folks we meet on a
day-to-day basis.
0
If you haven't already been in to see us,come
>cc
by soon - you'll be glad you did.

Because there is no need to buy cemetery
property, purchase separate vaults, pay
grave opening charges, or to provide
markers or monuments, the fotal cost of
crypts in the mausoleum is similiar to the
average ground burial cost. The price of
crypts includes bronze name plates and
the opening and closing of the crypt at the
time of entombment.

CC
0
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

4

Showroom flours: 8- 8 Momlay-Friday; 8-5 Saturday
Service Dept. floors: 7:00-5:00 Monday-Friday
Hwy. 641 South • Murray • (502) 753-2617

For other Information or an appointment, call the City Clerk's Office at 762-0350.
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET-GEO • DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET-GEO • DWAIN TAYLOR TAYLOR CHEVROLET-GEO
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